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Chancellor Sam Schuman to "gladly teach" in retirement 
"Gladly would he lei,rn, and gladly teach" -Chaucer 
On June 30, 2006, Sam Schuman, University of Minnesota, Morris chancellor, will step down as 
chief administrative officer and return to teaching - the essence of his academic calling. During his 
11-year tenure, first as vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean and then as chancellor, creating 
and supporting quality, innovative educational experiences for students has been his fundamental , 
guiding principle. "We've been fortunate to benefit from Chancellor Sam's visionary leadership," states 
University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks, "which has improved the school's academic 
foundation and the student experience so significantly." 
During Schuman's tenure, UMM has made significant strides in several major campus initiatives 
including sustainable energy, study abroad, and campus expansion and improvements. UMM 
successfully completed its first major capital campaign and rose to the U.S. News & World Report list of 
top five public liberal arts colleges in the nation. 
Schuman Throughout Schuman's years at UMM, the Shakespearean scholar has become well known for 
sprinkling his chancellorial speeches and addresses with words from the Bard. His farewell to the 
UMM community is no exception. He makes this gentle appeal: "Cherish this place, this region , this 
quiet town, the prairie, the historic and embracing campus. Cherish and nurture these people-the friends of the college, the alumni, 
the staff, the faculty, the students. To teach and to learn is one way to love. Love each other and your college, and I'll make my exit 
peacefully and knowing I've done my work. As Shakespeare says in The Tempest, 'be merry, you have cause, so have we all, of joy." 
This summer, Schuman and wife Nancy will move from Morris to Albuquerque, New Mexico, for one year, where he will serve 
as the University of New Mexico's Garrey Carruthers Chair in Honors Visiting Distinguished Professor in the University Honors 
Program. The author of several books, Schuman plans to write more as he returns to a faculty role. 
Bruininks announces UMM's new chancellor: Jacqueline Johnson 
University of Minnesota President Robert Bruininks has announced the appointment of Jacqueline 
Johnson as the University of Minnesota, Morris' new chancellor. States Bruininks: "Dr. Johnson 
has a proven track record as a strong leader with a deep commitment to liberal arts education. Her 
demonstrated leadership ability, administrative and academic experience, and unique understanding of 
the regional and national reputation of the Morris campus and the University's mission made her the top 
candidate for this position." 
Currently, Johnson is completing her service as vice president for academic affairs and dean of 
faculty at Buena Vista University in Storm Lake, Iowa. Previously, she served as vice president for 
academic affairs at St. Martin's College in Washington and chair of the department of anthropology and 
sociology at Grand Valley State University in Michigan. Johnson holds a doctorate in sociology from 
Purdue University and a bachelor of arts from Macalester College, St. Paul. 
"I am honored to have been selected as the next chancellor of the University of Minnesota, 
Morris," says Johnson, "and I look forward to serving the University community, the town of Morris, 
Johnson and the region. I have known ofUMM's excellent reputation as a public liberal arts college for a long 
time, and my visit to campus confirmed my very positive impressions. The quality of students, faculty, 
and staff, and their dedication to the University' s mission, is clear. Schools like Morris are, in my opinion, the very best setting for 
the educational experiences students need in the 21st century. It will truly be a privilege for me to work within this context to further 
advance UMM' s reputation and mission." 
Robert Jones, University of Minnesota senior vice president for system administration, notes: "Dr. Johnson received strong 
support from across the Morris community." Jones says Johnson has a strong record of success in securing research funding, public 
support, and private gifts to support key strategic initiatives articulating the value of a liberal education, demonstrating positive 
educational outcomes, creating diverse environments, and promoting campus civic engagement and responsibility to the surrounding 
community and region. 
Nancy Carpenter, UMM associate professor of chemistry, served as chair of the search committee. "Dr. Johnson will be, like 
Dr. Schuman before her, a passionate advocate for our liberal arts mission," comments Carpenter. "We're looking forward to her 
leadership in this new era in our history, and are confident that she will be able to build on the good work Sam Schuman has done for 
our institution." 
Johnson 's appointment was approved by the University of Minnesota Board of Regents on May 12, 2006. She will begin as 
UMM's chancellor on August 1, 2006. 
Photo courtesy of Buena Vista University. 
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Why give to UMM? 
"I get uncounted solicitations for 
money, and go through a screening 
process to determine my donations. 
I've pared down the size of that list 
to focus on organizations providing a 
documentably substantive product. I 
give to UMM for a number of reasons: a 
college education is critical to career and 
to being a knowledgeable world citizen; 
UMM gets consistently high ratings; 
the University Foundation distributes a 
reasonable portion of its funds each year 
(unlike some Ivy League schools); I had 
a four-year academic scholarship and 
realize the importance of such funding; 
and I am an alumna ofUMM." 
Romilly Wilson Cassida '66 
"The academic, extracurricular, and 
social experiences that Linda '85 and I 
had at UMM have enriched our lives. 
We want to do our part to ensure that 
the current generation of students has 
similar experiences. We are concerned 
about the decline in the level of support 
from the State of Minnesota and make 
our contributions to help ensure that 
current students experience the same 
quality opportunities that we did ." 
Marty Wolf '85 
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A message from Maddy Maxeiner 
associate vice chancellor for external relations 
My husband and I received a thank you note recently from a 
charitable organization we support in addition to the University 
of Minnesota, Morris. The note said: "Alone, we can do next to 
nothing, but together, we become a force for positive change." 
I like that notion. It made me feel good about our contribution. 
Ours was not a large gift, but knowing that it made a significant 
impact when combined with other gifts certainly fulfilled our desire to make a difference. 
Here 's a brand new way for UMM alumni to make a collective impact through 
giving to the University of Minnesota and UMM's scholarship drive. The Promise of 
Tomorrow, a Universitywide matching program, will double the impact of gifts for new 
endowed scholarships. Individuals may make endowment-sized gifts of $25,000 or more 
to qualify for the program. Or, we can join forces to collectively contribute the $25,000 
minimum needed to endow a scholarship. 
So, for example, five alumni could each pledge $1,000 per year over the next five 
years to raise the needed $25,000. From that point on, the payout from the endowed 
scholarship fund will be matched by the University, thereby doubling the dollars 
available each year to a student. If we do the math-currently payout rates are 4.5 
percent- the endowment will provide $1,125 each year. Add to that the University 's 
match, and the scholarship awarded becomes $2,250. Keep in mind that this scholarship 
and the match will last in perpetuity. Now there 's a way to make a collective impact! 
Scholarships are UMM's highest priority for keeping our mission affordable and 
continuing to attract the students who benefit most from a UMM education. UMM 
students have the highest financial need within the University of Minnesota system. 
Alumni and friends can join together to make a difference in students' success. That is a 
force for positive change! 
If you'd like more information about the Promise of Tomorrow scholarship drive and 
matching gift program, let me know. What we do together can make a huge difference. 
Please contact me at maxeinme@morris. umn.edu or 320-589-6386. 
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Alumni remember Ted Uehling, 
founder of philosophy program 
Theodore E. Uehling Jr., founder of the University 
of Minnesota, Morris philosophy program, died in March 
2006 at his home in Ely. A gifted teacher, Uehling was a 
much beloved UMM professor for over 30 years. 
"Ted had an amazing intellect, but he was an even 
more remarkable human being," states John Mason ' 85 
of his teacher. "Ted was in a position to mold countless 
young minds, and I am confident there is an entire army 
of people that he has influenced to try to make the world 
a better place. In my mind this is his legacy. Intelligence Uehling 
and human kindness are rare commodities indeed. Ted not 
only possessed a unique combination of both, but he leveraged his talents to challenge 
promising young minds to examine their lives, their beliefs, and their actions .... " 
Uehling's long and productive UMM career, from 1963 until 1996, began and ended 
in the classroom. As an early member ofUMM's faculty, he was instrumental in overall 
program development of the new campus in the early 1960s. In addition to teaching, he 
served in various administrative roles including director of general education, assistant 
dean, acting chair of humanities, and as a member of numerous committees. Uehling ' s 
obituary reads: "His first love was his students, and although he served short stints in 
administrative positions, he always chose to return to teaching." His area of scholarly 
specialization and publication was Kantian aesthetics. 
Uehling received the UMM Faculty of the Year Award and the University of 
Minnesota Horace T. Morse Award for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate 
Education. He was elected to the Outstanding Educators of America and served as vice 
president of the North American Kant Society. In 1975, Uehling and two colleagues, 
Peter French and Howard Wettstein, organized the first UMM Philosophy Colloquium, 
a campus tradition that continues today and, in 1976, they inaugurated the now 
internationally recognized journal, Midwest Studies in Philosophy . 
In 1998, friends and alumni of Uehling created an endowed scholarship that 
recognizes his dedication to UMM students and his contributions to UMM. As requested 
by his family, memorials may be sent to the Theodore E. Uehling Jr. Scholarship Fund or 
the Distinguished Visiting Professorship in the Liberal Arts Fund at UMM. 
"Dr. Uehling was the first person 
who encouraged me to question 
everything in the world about me and 
who ensured me that being curious is 
a great thing. He also inspired me to 
believe that thinking big philosophical 
questions about life was normal and 
expected." 
Jennifer Grasswick '88 
"I may have learned more in 
Ted' s classes than in any other ... what I 
learned in Ted' s classes has supported 
me in my life's decisions on a regular 
basis ... " 
Kenneth Kollodge '65 
"What I admired in Ted was 
the fact he did not try to inculcate 
knowledge in his students, control their 
thinking, or influence their choices. He 
encouraged them to discover things 
on their own. His greatest joy was to 
observe their process of discovery." 
Anne Stewart-Uehling, spouse 
"He was influential in allowing 
me to become the person I am today .. . 
he challenged me to discipline my 
thinking ... .! am grateful and want you 
to know that Ted was very good at 
what he did, and I am a better person 
for knowing him." 
Kelly Quick '94 
"I was saddened to learn of the recent passing of Ted Uehling. As a philosophy major at UMM in the early nineties, I had the 
opportunity to study with him. At first, I found him intimidating. My first assignment from Ted is long forgotten, but it must have 
had something to do with Bertrand Russell. I do remember I didn't do very well on it. At the top of the page, in his neatly tight 
handwriting, was written, "See me." 
Up the Camden Hall stairs I trudged. I timidly knocked on the office door. He invited me in, asked me to sit down, and I 
pulled my paper out of my backpack. He said, "You've got a good start here. But you need to go further." He asked me questions. 
I scribbled notes in the margins. He allowed me to go back to my dorm and rewrite it. As I was leaving, his steely blue eyes 
quickly shifted into a twinkle. He winked and said, "Next time, come in before the paper is due." 
That's exactly what I did. Every time I had a paper due in one of Ted's classes, I made my way up the Camden Hall stairs for 
his assistance. We talked about baseball, thunderstorms, music, and love. He held my mind to the same high standard to which he 
held his own, with more confidence in me than I had in myself. 
Finally one day I burst out in the middle of a Philosophy of Kant class with the proclamation that I was going to refute Ted. 
He feigned shock, the other students laughed, and I presented my argument. Class time ended, but Ted asked me to stay. The old 
feelings of intimidation returned, as I worried I had overstepped my boundaries. But the familiar twinkling blue eyes and the slow 
grin gave him away. I had raised the same argument one of his colleagues had raised when Ted presented his paper at the most 
recent philosophical conference. Ted told me my ideas were valuable insights, I shouldn ' t be afraid to speak up in class, and I was 
much smarter than I gave myself credit for. 
I won't exaggerate and say that this changed my entire perspective, and that this moment gave me all the confidence I would 
ever need in my whole life. But Ted gave me one of the first votes of confidence I ever received, and for that I am grateful." 
Renee Axtell '93 
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Nancy and Sam Schuman share UMM and Morris memories 
At the end of June, Sam Schuman retires 
as UMM chance_Uor, and returns to 
the classroom as the University of New 
Mexico's Garrey Carruthers Chair in 
Honors Visiting Distinguished Professor. 
The Schumans will move to Albuquerque, 
New Mexico, where they will live for 
the next year. Before beginning the next 
phase of their lives, they reflect on their 
days in Morris at UMM. 
Several new facilities have been added to 
the campus during your tenure, including a 
beautiful science facility completed soon after 
you assumed chancellor responsibilities. 
the development of sustainable energy in 
small rural communities throughout the 
developing world. 
As UMM ambassadors, you both visited 
universities in China, partners in the newly 
established exchange program. 
Nancy: Facilitating new options 
for intercultural understanding in our 
continuously shrinking world is a major 
interest of ours. China is fascinating, with 
its mix of ancient art and tradition and 
the astonishingly dramatic socio-political 
changes of the last 60 years. It is one place 
about which U.S. citizens need to learn 
more. Sam: We created a science center that 
is a splendid teaching facility, a productive 
research base, and a source of pride for the 
Sam and Nancy Schuman Sam: It would be irresponsible for a 
campus. In some ways, the renovation of the old building seems 
to me even more miraculous than the creation of the new one! 
About the same time, the campus and community celebrated the 
opening of the Regional Fitness Center (RFC). 
Sam: It is a rare day when I don't exercise at the RFC, 
where I see a seamless blending of folks from the college and the 
community cooperating to improve their quality of life. Senior 
citizens walk the track with high school students and staff; kids 
come into the pool when the arthritis exercise class ends. Students 
teach aerobics to fellow students and parents. It is a wonderful 
blending of people from all across our school and our region. 
And then there was the renovation of LaFave House. 
Nancy: Lafave House has become an important link between 
campus and the larger community. I am pleased that the facility is 
being used almost constantly and enjoyed by many people. 
The Prairie Renaissance Cultural Alliance is an exciting addition 
to the community and a wonderful complement to the campus. 
Nancy: One of the most fulfilling activities I've had is being 
a small part of the PRCA development and serving on its first 
board. The quality of life in Morris has truly been enhanced: 
e.g., younger children have a summer arts camp, area artists have 
a place to display and sell their work, and area citizens have 
wonderful opportunities to participate in a wide variety of cultural 
events. I've enjoyed volunteering in the PRCA Center. 
We can 't talk about partnerships without the West Central 
Research and Outreach Center (WCROC) wind turbine project. 
Sam: Morris is uniquely situated for alternative energy. 
There is wind; there are crops. We can do both wind and biomass. 
Our campus and our community are poised to be national, even 
global, renewable energy leaders. We need to add to the wind 
project, complete the biomass plant, and move UMM towards 
energy independence. Then, with our growing international 
focus, we can become a teaching laboratory and a model for 
fine college offering a liberal education for 
students who will live adult lives in the 21st century not to pay 
attention to the emerging world. One initiative which I consider 
most promising is our developing relationship with Chinese 
institutions, individuals, and communities. 
You were both very involved with Campaign Minnesota, UMM's 
first major fundraising campaign. 
Nancy: We came to know many early UMM supporters, 
including West Central School of Agriculture (WCSA) alums, 
and we will treasure those friendships. I have a ·much greater 
sense ofUMM's history and a feeling for the continuity of 
important educational endeavors in this place. 
Sam: I have been deeply moved and tremendously impressed 
by the depth and strength of the bonds of affection between UMM 
and its supporters. I suspect that one of the aspects of being a 
college chancellor which is least understood is the way in which 
good, thoughtful fundraising work is energizing and fun. 
Do you have a favorite place on the UMM campus, listed on the 
national historic register since 2001? 
Nancy: The WCSA Alumni Garden. In the summer, I have 
managed to get myself motivated for a morning walk or jog by 
almost always routing myself through the garden to watch its 
blooms change day by day. 
Sam: And I like being on the mall and looking around at the 
entire central quadrangle of campus .. . especially at graduation, 
when that horizontal, quiet, dignified ring of buildings enclose 
like a maternal embrace, a sea of celebration and happiness . 
We can list many positive happenings during your time in Morris, 
but there were difficult times as well. 
Nancy: The budget cuts and AFSCME union strike were 
hard times for everyone, and I think that the mood of negativity 
that was left behind is a sad legacy that will stay in our thoughts. 
Sam: The budget cuts-over $1.5 million-were incredibly 
painful, and we have certainly not fully recovered from that 
trauma. In some ways, the strike was even more painful because 
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it forced friends and colleagues to be on opposite sides of a highly 
divisive issue and, because, as chancellor, I was totally without 
power to influence either the central administration or the union. 
From your vantage point in the bleachers as loyal Cougar fans, 
was the move from Division II to Division III a good idea? 
Nancy: It's fun to go to games again! 
Sam: I think this has been a wonderful transition. It was 
amazingly hard to bring about, but almost everyone agrees it 
was a great move. Now that we play schools of our size and 
our budgetary status, we are competitive in every sport, and our 
student athletes and their fans are enthusiastic and optimistic. 
UMM is known as a college where students really have a voice. 
Sam, you've interacted with many of those voices over the years. 
Sam: UMM students are the best I have encountered, 
including my days as a student, as a teacher, and as an 
administrator. They are bright, hard working, open, responsible, 
dizzyingly engaging. "I love 'em." 
You've had a lifetime of experience working at different 
universities. What is your impression of UMMfaculty and staff? 
Sam: UMM faculty are splendid classroom teachers, first. 
They are consistently praised by current students and alumni. 
UMM faculty are serious and productive scholars. Our staff are 
deeply committed to the college, prideful in the work they do. 
They are an indispensable source of institutional strength. 
Are you excited about re-entering the classroom, Sam? 
Sam: I have taught a class just about every year since I 
became an administrator in 1976. It will be different being a full-
fledged faculty member again. I am both looking forward to the 
work, and surprisingly nervous about it. My teaching skills are, I 
know, rusty. I hope I can get them polished up a bit. 
Nancy, do you plan to continue working in social services? 
Nancy: My interest in mental health will always be part of 
who I am. I plan to renew my license as a licensed independent 
clinical social worker, but most probably, my future endeavors 
wi ll be of a volunteer nature. In New Mexico, my hope is to get 
serious about learning Spanish. I 
also hope to take a hot air balloon 
ride, an Albuquerque specialty. 
We are looking forward to learning 
more about southwest Native 
American culture. 
Are you going to miss bicycling in 
west central Minnesota? Are you 
going to miss the prairie? 
Nancy: I have enjoyed 
exploring the wonderful FLAT 
Minnesota bike trails. We've 
ridden on about 10 trails in the 
state, and have enjoyed watching 
the prairie seasons change along 
the lovely ride out to Pomme de 
Terre Park. 
Sam: Nancy is a fan of pleasure riding. I am a bit of a fanatic . 
Last summer I rode from Glacier National Park in Montana to 
Jasper National Park in Canada, averaging about 80 mountainous 
miles per day. Biking in west central Minnesota is an interesting 
venture: no hills; lots of wind. 
I am going to miss the prairie. I love this landscape: 
horizontal, subtle, always changing. It is less sublime than 
mountains or forests or coastlines, but if you live with it patiently, 
you start to see the infinite shades of green in July, or the equally 
many versions of grey in February. And the sky is huge. 
What do you think you will miss most about Morris? 
Nancy: We'll miss the positive relationships we've had 
with people. I'll miss the convenience of errands on foot or if 
driving, no problem finding a parking space. Local government 
is participatory and responsive to individual citizens and the 
University-and I'm not sure we'll find that elsewhere. I don' t 
think I'll miss winters - though I haven ' t yet parted with my 
parka and boots. 
Sam: I will miss the people, the quiet and peace, the lack of 
pretension, a kind of quiet, unassuming Midwestern openness, 
an unparalleled work ethic, a firm belief that education, from 
kindergarten to graduate school, is important and valuable. Morris 
has been good to Nancy and to me. It has been essential to UMM. 
What excites you about the next step on your journey? 
Nancy: Being freer to spend time with our children and 
darling 10-month old granddaughter, Hannah. Continuing to 
travel-without the three-hour drive to the airport. Leaming about 
a new culture, including its cuisine, in New Mexico. Eventually, 
actually living in our treasured house in the North Carolina 
mountains, where we'll always welcome Minnesota visitors. 
Sam: Kids and grandchild, living in some very interesting 
and attractive places. Teaching and, especially, writing more than 
I have been able to these past years. 
What will you tell others about UMM and Morris ? 
Nancy: There 's a gem of a college on the edge of the prairie 
that provides a nurturing environment in which good students 
can grow and learn and flourish and prepare for full , socially 
constructive, intellectually and 
creatively satisfying lives- and 
this college doesn't cost as much 
as many others. The town that 
surrounds this college keeps some 
of the best aspects of small town 
America, but is also forward looking, 
with a continuing enhancement of 
the quality of life for its citizens. 
Sam: That it is America's best 
public liberal arts colJege, and that 
liberal arts colleges are the best of 
American higher education, and that 
American higher education is the 
best in the world! 
Photo: Nancy and Sam Schuman 
and grandbaby Hannah 
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Lawrence receives U niversitywide 
Horace T. Morse teaching award 
Pareena Lawrence, associate professor of economics and 
management, is a 2006 recipient oftbe prestigious Horace T. 
Morse-University of Minnesota Alumni Association Award 
for Outstanding Contributions to Undergr,aduate Education. The 
award honors faculty who excel in teaching, research, creative 
activities, advising, academic program development, and 
educational leadership. 
"We are absolutely delighted that Professor Pareena 
Lawrence is joining the distinguished-and long- list ofUMM 
faculty members who have received the Horace T. Morse 
Award," states Sam Schuman, chancellor. "This is the University 
of Minnesota's highest recognition of teaching excellence, and 
it is recognition that Pareena richly deserves as an exciting, 
innovative, caring and effective educator." 
Lawrence bolds fast to three basic teaching principles: treat 
students as active partners in the learning process, communicate 
high academic and personal expectations for students, and model 
and teach critical thinking ski ll s. And she keeps it fun . 
"I teach some of the driest courses in economics," shares 
Lawrence with a smile. " It is very important that we have fun. 
I love teaching economics. I absolutely delight when students 
can connect with the subject matter of economics and finally 
understand what it is that we are trying to explain or model... , 
Economics is an exciting and evolving field. " 
Some courses Lawrence teaches 
focus on the fundamental of economics, 
statistics, and rely on equations and 
formulas. She notes that it is important 
to give students real examples of bow 
the information they are learning is 
applied. Service learning projects she 
incorporates into courses provide an 
excellent opportunity to demonstrate 
practical uses of econometric analysis 
and to encourage civic responsibility. 
Involving students in research is also 
a high priority for Lawrence. "Research 
Lawrence 
is vital to an undergraduate education," she asserts, "even if you 
don ' t go to graduate school. It allows a student to dig deeper into a 
problem. It is a wonderful teaching technique, and it helps my own 
research, too." 
Sandra Castro-Pearson ' 05 conducted research with Lawrence: 
"Pareena not only teaches her students the material for class, but also 
lets us know why it is important and how it can be used outside of 
school. She is great at connecting students with resources, getting us 
to work in groups, and pushing us to do our best." 
Lawrence earned a doctorate in economics in 1993 and a 
master of science in economics in 1990 at Purdue University. She 
received a master of arts in economics in 1989 at the University 
of Delhi in India, where she also completed her undergraduate 
degree in 1987. She is also the 2005 recipient of the UMM Alumni 
Association Teaching Award. 
Schrunk Ericksen honored for excellence in teaching 
The University of Minnesota, 
Morris Alumni Association has 
chosen Janet Schrunk Ericksen, 
associate professor of English, as 
the 2006 UMM Alumni Association 
Teaching A ward recipient. The award 
recognizes and honors UMM faculty 
members for outstanding contributions 
Schrunk Ericksen to undergraduate education. 
Nominated by teaching 
colleagues, current students, and 
alumni , Schrunk Ericksen is noted for a teaching style that . 
emphasizes high expectations of each and every student and a 
willingness to help her students be successful, in and out of the 
classroom. As colleague Jim Togeas, professor of chemistry, 
states: "Janet's courses are not the place for loafers. She is a 
demanding teacher and a tough grader." But students seek her out 
for the thoughtful, caring individual attention they receive, and her 
lively, enthusiastic classroom presence. 
Margaret Uttke '04, now a graduate student at the University 
of Notre Dame, remembers her first class with Schrunk Ericksen: 
"When I entered her classroom that spring, I was still a shy 
freshman uncertain if I'd actually be as good a student of literature 
as I hoped. When I left, I had developed not only stronger 
confidence in my own abilities and a reconfirmed passion for 
English, but I also developed a keen sense of skills vital to my 
subsequent success in college such as revising and refining my 
papers, memorizing and presenting materials in public, and having 
confidence in my own interpretive abilities. I think my experiences 
in this class attest to Janet 's strong abilities to draw out the best 
possible work her students are capable of producing and the extra 
effort she always puts into helping us excel in her assigned class 
work." 
Schrunk Ericksen notes that while her students often credit 
her for their newfound excitement and interests, they in turn, fuel 
her love of language, literature, and teaching. " ... such remarks 
have a circular effect: they energize me, and I in turn try to bring 
that energy back into the classroom," shares Schrunk Ericksen. 
"If students grow bored, so, I think, might I. My joy in teaching 
comes in creating shared enthusiasm and, with it, critical ability." 
A faculty member since 1998, Schrunk Ericksen teaches 
a variety of courses including Norse Sagas, British Literature, 
Analysis of Poetry, and Medieval Literature. She has served 
as discipline coordinator, as assistant chair of the Humanities 
Division, and as a mentor to tenure-track Humanities Division 
faculty. Her fields of scholarly study include Medieval language 
and literature including Old English, Old Norse, German, French, 
Icelandic, and Latin. Schrunk Ericksen earned a master of arts 
and doctorate degrees in English from the University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign. She earned a bachelor of arts degree in art 
history and English from the University of Hull, Northumberland, 
United Kingdom, and the University of Kansas . 
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Professor Klinger retires after 44 dynamic years 
At the end of the academic year, Eric Klinger, professor 
of psychology, will retire. His career has touched countless 
people-students, faculty, staff, fellow psychology colleagues, 
and the field of psychology itself- in Morris, in Minnesota, and 
around the world. "Professor Eric Klinger is surely one of the 
most distinguished members ofUMM's faculty over the campus' 
46-year life," states Sam Schuman, chancellor. "A stimulating 
and demanding teacher and a productive and 
serious scholar, he will long be remembered 
as emblematic ofUMM's finest. " 
Psychology at the new campus 
"Rod Briggs was one of the world 's 
best salespeople," remembers Klinger. 
In 1962, UMM wasn ' t even on Klinger 's 
radar when Briggs, UMM's first chief 
administrator, sought him out and shared 
his vision of a " little campus out on the 
prairie with great faculty, great students, and 
great facilities." Although they both knew 
it wasn't true- yet-Klinger was intrigued. 
He was very attracted to the idea of a 
campus entirely focused on undergraduate 
education. 
When he arrived in Morris in 1962, there was much to be 
done, much to be decided. "There was much enthusiasm about 
making something of this campus," remembers Klinger about his 
first years at UMM, "but there was also uncertainty whether the 
campus would make it. Even the regents were not too sure." But 
the faculty was talented, energetic, and excited, although young-
many still finishing graduate school. And the college received 
tremendous support from the Morris community, especially 
families such as the LaFaves and Morrisons, recalls Klinger. In 
the fall of 1966, UMM successfully reached its first milestone-
1,000 students enrolled, only six years after UMM opened its 
doors. Questions surrounding UMM's permanence began to fade. 
Teaching on two campuses: Morris and Twin Cities 
Klinger served as the coordinator of the psychology 
discipline throughout his career. His fields of specialization 
include personality and clinical psychology, especially influences 
of motivation and emotion on cognition, including daydreaming 
and night dreaming, motivational theory, and applications to 
treatment of depression and alcoholism. 
Lonnie Bradford '05, a doctorate in clinical psychology 
student at Xavier University in Cincinnati, Ohio, shares: 
"Knowing Eric and being taught by him has been a real pleasure. 
As a professor he is exceptional, always testing his students 
knowledge to the brink, and at the same time challenging them to 
think beyond the coursework." 
Klinger has also been a full member of the Graduate Faculty 
of the University of Minnesota since 1978, when he began to 
teach and advise Twin Cities psychology doctoral students. The 
demanding schedule resulted in much professional satisfaction. "I 
found this arrangement to be very rewarding and absolutely useful 
for our UMM students, providing tremendous opportunities for 
me and for my students," states Klinger. 
Research: fantasy, daydreaming 
Klinger 's academic life has been rich and full with ground 
breaking research projects, often collaborations with other 
psychologists and frequently with students. During the 1970s 
and 1980s, Klinger 's research involved 
developing new methods of thought 
sampling that "made quite a splash" on 
the research scene. He has published 
several books : Structure and Functions 
of Fantasy, Meaning and Void, Imagery, 
and Daydreaming. Most recently, he and 
Miles Cox, professor of the psychology of 
addictive behaviours at the University of 
Wales, edited and wrote large parts of a 
Handbook of Motivational Counseling, a 
comprehensive handbook that showcases 
the methods of motivational assessment 
and counseling techniques that originated at 
UMM. 
Klinger Klinger's research and subsequent 
writing have been supported by major 
grants from agencies such as the National Institute on Disability 
and Rehabilitation Research, the National Science Foundation, 
the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, and the 
National Institute of Mental Health. 
Studying, teaching and serving in Germany 
In 1975, Klinger received a Senior Research Fulbright 
Fellowship to study and teach at Ruhr University ofBochum, 
Germany. The fellowship established lifelong relationships 
with psychology scholars in Germany. He spent a quarter at the 
University ofGottingen, West Germany, and taught full-time in 
Boch um during 1983-84. As a representative of the international 
scientific community, Klinger served 12 years, from 1985-
1997, on the advisory council of the Max Planck Institute for 
Psychological Research located in Munich . 
Award-winning teacher and scholar 
Klinger received the Outstanding Teacher of Undergraduate 
Psychology Award, the Horace T. Morse Award, the UMM 
Faculty Research Award, and the international Society for 
Personality and Social Psychology' s Henry A. Murray Award. 
He has published more than 125 scientific publications and 
served as an associate editor of the Encyclopedia of Psychology. 
He received a doctor of philosophy in psychology from the 
University of Chicago and an artium baccalaureus degree in social 
relations from Harvard University. 
Morris will continue to be "home base" for Klinger and 
wife Karla. While travel is in their plans, Klinger also hopes to 
remain a presence on campus, working with students, conducting 
research, and writing. He shares: "I'm thinking ofretirement as a 
sabbatical of indefinite duration." 
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2006 student 
honors and awards 
Chancellor's Award 
Sarah Black, Plymouth 
Laura Hildreth, Grand Rapids 
Timothy J. Lindberg, RoseviUe 
Curtis H. Larson Award 
Timothy J. Hellendrung, New Ulm 
Allen W. Edson Award 
Timothy J. Lindberg, Roseville 
Mary Martelle Memorial Award 
David Nelson, Rapid City, S.D. 
N icholas Petersen, Elk River 
Scholar of the College Award 
John A. Alden, Hackensack 
Heidi J. Anderson, Glenham, S.D. 
Jenna M. Benson, Andover 
Katherine A. Davison, Burnsville 
Kathryn M. Droske, Stevens Point, Wis. 
Brett A. Edlund, Cyrus 
Nicole C. Flohr, Apple Valley 
Julie A. Fox, Coon Rapids 
Lauren E. Goodrich, Rochester 
Mattbew C. Gravelle, Maplewood 
Timotby J. Hellendrung, New Ulm 
Alyssa M. Herzog, Montgomery 
Laura A. Hildreth, Grand Rapids 
Andrew M. Korth, Morris 
Katie Kuechenmeister, Blaine 
Stacie L. Lilliquist, Caledonia 
Timothy J. Lindberg, Roseville 
Sarah M. Lofgren, Marshall 
Jacob H. Melby, Canby 
Christopher P. Orth, Sleepy Eye 
Ruth E. Patten, Buffalo 
E lizabeth J . Savelkoul, Belgrade 
Andy T. Shaffer, St. Louis Park 
Geoffrey D. Sheagley, Minneapolis 
Edith Rodgers Farrell Memorial Award 
for Undergraduate Research 
Sarah M. Lofgren, Marshall 
American Indian Salt Springs Treaty 
Cultural Awards 
Ronelle S. Siert, Minneapolis 
Whitney Rae Lawrence, Vermillion, S.D. 
American Indian Salt Springs 
Teacher Scholarship 
Kathryn A. Sundquist, New Hope 
Ronnie White Mountain, McLaughlin, S.D. 
UMM Honors Program Recognition 
John A. Alden, Hackensack 
Zarah Campion, Minneapolis 
Katherine A. Davison, Burnsville 
Katie Haberkorn, Aitkin 
Laura A. Hildreth, Grand Rapids 
Sarah M. Lofgren, Marshall 
William R. Scarborough Memorial Award 
Christina M. Rettmann, Buffalo Lake 
Natalie Benoit Memorial Award 
Bridget O'Brien, Mendota Heights 
Dik Munson Art Award 
Kristen Wendlandt, Duluth 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORRIS 
Tim Hellendrung '06 and Chancellor Schuman 
speak at UMM's 43rd commencement 
More than 350 graduates received their diplomas during the University of Minnesota, 
Morris' 43rd commencement held May 13, 2006, in the P.E. Center. Judith Kuechle, 
interim vice chancellor for academic affairs and dean, presented the 
graduating class. Following the conferring of the degrees by Regent 
John Frobenius, Kenneth Traxler '89, president of the UMM Alumni 
Association, welcomed the association ' s newest members. 
Timothy Hellendrung, New Ulm, recipient of the Curtis H. Larson 
Award, was student speaker. After humorously calling to mind several 
everyday UMM icons, like the annual tug of war and Cougar cash 
cards, he stated: "The knowledge you have gained here will remain 
with you forever. Go forth, and show the world a thing or two." Hellendrung 
Schuman, in his last formal address before retiring as UMM 
chancellor, recalled the first comments he shared with the graduates four years earlier 
during first-year orientation. Then, he encouraged them to "re-invent themselves." 
On their final day as UMM students he stated, "I think you have, and you 've done 
a splendid job of it." He also encouraged the new graduates to remember UMM: "You 
might move away but don ' t forget who brought you to the dance. Don't forget your alma 
mater. Your education is a gift, now it's a part of your job to keep us a thriving college." 
Following the ceremony, a reception for the graduates and nearly 2,000 
commencement guests was held in Oyate Hall in the Student Center. 
UMM's strategic positioning report finalized 
UMM's Strategic Positioning Task Force submitted its final report to Robert Jones, 
University of Minnesota senior vice president. The 16-member committee of students, 
faculty, staff, and administrators engaged stakeholders in various fora and venues to collect 
input, and analyzed reports and data received. They conducted individual interviews with 
regents, senior administrators, and legislators. 
The task force categorized its findings into three key areas: viability, sustainability, 
and visibility; teaching, research, and outreach; and organization and operations. Several 
initiatives identified in the process parallel initiatives that have already been advanced by 
Chancellor San Schuman and the Chancellor' s Leadership Team as part of the Campus 
Compact process. The report can be found at www.morris.umn.edu/strategic/index.html. 
Andy Lopez, chair, notes that the process was "beneficial and timely" and information 
gathered and recommendations identified will be invaluable to UMM's new chancellor. 
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Riley appointed alumni relations director 
Carla Schmidt Riley ' 85 , who has served as interim alumni 
relations and annual giving director since July 2005, has been 
permanently appointed to the position. The search committee, Jim 
Carlson ' 65 , professor of music, Jim Mahoney ' 85, Michelle Page, 
associate professor of education, and Jaime Moquin, director of 
admissions, reviewed applications and brought three candidates to 
campus for interviews and public presentations. 
Maddy Maxeiner, associate vice chancellor for external relations, 
Riley made the announcement saying: "Carla is well qualified to assume the 
rigors of this important position, and I look forward to seeing strong 
growth in both our alumni relations and our annual giving programs. I appreciate the 
diligence of the search committee and am grateful to both our alumni boards for their 
keen support." 
Riley holds a bachelor of arts from UMM and a master of arts from the University 
of St. Thomas. She has a background in capital campaign consulting and advertising, and 
began her UMM career as an associate development officer. 
UMM receives $1.9 million biomass grant 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the Department of Energy (DOE) 
have awarded the University of Minnesota, Morris a $1.9 million grant through the 
Biomass Research and Development Initiative. UMM is one of only 11 recipients to 
receive funding from a nationwide pool of 600 applicants. Stated USDA secretary Mike 
Johann during the award presentation: "The selected projects support President Bush's 
goal to enhance renewable energy supplies." 
UMM is the site of a soon-to-be-constructed $6 million biomass gasification 
demonstration and research facility funded by the 2005 Minnesota Legislature bonding 
bill. When completed, the facility- designed to bum com stalks and small grain straw-
will provide more than 80 percent ofUMM's heating and cooling needs. The grant will 
be used to develop tools and technology promoting biomass systems. 
UMM partnered in the award application process with the University of Minnesota 
West Central Research and Outreach Center, the USDA Agricultural Research Service-
North Central Soil Conservation Research Laboratory, Chippewa Valley Ethanol 
Company, Otter Tail Power Company, and the University of Minnesota through the 
Initiative for Renewable Energy and the Environment. 
New initiatives with China underway 
The University of Minnesota, Morris 
is proud to announce that several new 
initiatives with entities in China, developed 
over the last year, are now underway. 
In April , representatives of the city 
of Morris, including Mayor Carol Wilcox 
and Chancellor Sam Schuman, traveled to 
China to formally become a sister city to 
the city of Jiashan. Representatives from 
Jiashan will visit Morris in July. 
UMM's inaugural May session study 
abroad program to China took place this 
spring. UMM students studied Chinese culture and Mandarin language at Capital Normal 
University in Bejing. They also enjoyed a homestay in the city of Jiashan where they had 
an opportunity to practice Mandarin and teach English to high school students. 
In July, 12 high school students from Jiashan will be attending UMM's Summer 
Scholars program. In the fall , 12 students from Capital Normal University in Bejing 
and Shanghai University will be UMM's first exchange students through the newly 
developed exchange program with these two institutions. 
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Lois P. Hodgell Printmaking Award 
Emily Lyman, Duluth 
Art History Book Award 
Christina Meyer, St. Joseph 
Alumni Award for Outstanding English Major 
John Alden, Hackensack 
Keith Carlson Memorial Jazz Award 
Tom Nordlund, Madison, Wis. 
Betty Peterson Memorial 
Accompanying Award 
Terri Jo Schuft, Stewart 
Abbott Award 
Christopher P. Orth, Sleepy Eye 
Jay Y. Roshal Award 
Elizabeth J. Savelkoul, Belgrade 
spdf Chemistry Award 
Lisa M. Johnson, Marshall 
Freshman Chemistry Award 
Bethany A. Nyland, Rochester 
Mimi Frenier Award in Women's Studies 
Anna E. Kosloski, Champlin 
Ted Underwood Award in History 
Sarah Black, Plymouth 
Chris Berg Memorial Award 
Laura Hildreth, Grand Rapids 
Gieske Academic Award 
Geoffrey Sheagley, Minneapolis 
John Alden, Hackensack 
Tim Lindberg, Roseville 
Dimitra Giannuli Memorial Award 
Sarah Black, Plymouth 
Schneider National Award 
Alexandra Bertolas, Virginia 
UMM Management/Economics 
Alumni Award 
Kelly Whipple, St. Francis, S.D. 
Bos Undergraduate Research Awards 
Rebecca Bombyk, Minneapolis 
Alison R. Scherzer, Coon Rapids 
Jacob Henry Melby, Canby 
Linsey Marie McMurrin, Walker 
Katie M. Kuechenmeister, Blaine 
Elizabeth Ann Jordan, Cologne 
Molly Jo Kloek, Stillwater 
Katherine Ann Davison, Burnsville 
Gieske Internship Award 
Nathan Swanson, Walnut Grove 
Owen and Frances Tate Award 
Katherine Ann Davison, Burnsville 
Lisa Jordan, Roseville 
David Minge Internship Award 
Joel Deuth, Brooklyn Park 
Dean's Prize for Senior Studio Art Majors. 
Bridget O 'Brien, Mendota Heights 
Rodney A. Briggs Library Student Art Award 
Ricky Nelson, Big Lake 
Kristen Wendlandt, Duluth 
Emily Lyman, Duluth 
Cesar Chavez Award 
Viridiana Zuniga, Minneapolis 
Honors Recital Selected Performers 
Terri Jo Schuft, Stewart 
Brenna Vick, Morris 
Alison Scherzer, Coon Rapids 
Emily Thomas, Benson 
Albert Stimson, Fairfield, Iowa 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA MORR! S 
As the University of Minnesota, Morris moves closer to its 50th birthday in 20 I 0, the probability of one or more family members 
studying on the Morris campus grows each year. Their unique "legacy" stories add to UMM's collective history. We are pleased to 
introduce representatives ofUMM's 2006 legacy graduates and their family members to Profile readers. 
Am1e ~ '04, V~ V~ ~x 
(?1/e,SAJ, ad~~ '06 
When Anne '04 and Christy Meyer '06 visited UMM as 
prospective students, they didn ' t imagine their grandmother, 
Delores Diekman Giroux, living and studying on the same 
campus. But she did, 50 years earlier as a University of 
Minnesota West Central School of Agriculture (WCSA) student. 
Delores' favorite classes at the boarding high school were 
sewing and crafts, including decorative painting. One wonders if 
the desire to create is genetic. Both granddaughters are studio art 
majors. Christy ' s area of emphasis is painting. After teaching a 
painting course at the 2006 Henjum Creative Institute at UMM, 
Christy will complete a Minneapolis Institute of Arts internship 
this summer. Anne's area of emphasis is ceramics. She is an 
apprentice at St. John ' s Pottery in Collegeville under the direction 
of world-renowned potter and teacher Richard Bresnahan. 
Camden Hall , with the beautiful staircases that Anne loves, 
was Delores' home her first year at WCSA. She also lived in 
Behmler Hall, above dining services where she worked. Delores 
remembers the proctor checking the students each night to make 
sure they were in bed, lights out by l O o'clock. Activities beyond 
the classroom kept her life interesting: ice skating on the pond; 
the tumbling team that performed at basketball games; Girls 
Athletic Association; and the roller rink a few blocks off campus. 
Delores enjoyed dances, too, a memory that coincides with 
one of Christy 's passions. Christy was an active member of the 
Swing Club. Like Delores, her granddaughters enjoyed sports. 
Anne played on intramural teams, and Christy was a member of 
the cross country and track and field teams. Of course, both were 
Art Club members and enjoyed being KUMM disc jockeys, too. 
Christy and Anne have learned about the WCSA through 
stories their grandmother shares, and have noted differences and 
similarities. States Christy: "The emphasis at UMM is no longer 
agriculture, and college students are allowed more freedom than 
I'm sure high school students were who lived here. But all in all , 
I feel that the people who Morris attracts are still friendly, down-
to-earth, and good-hearted." 
A Beardsley native, Delores moved to St. Joseph, Anne and 
Christy' s hometown, after she married. She has six children, 25 
grandchildren, and two great grandchjldren and just retired after 
almost 25 years as a custodian at the College of St. Benedict. She 
credits the WCSA for providing a solid foundation for life, from 
mathematics to history, from nutrition to music. 
Anne and Christy, too, look back on their years on campus 
with fondness : "I appreciated the academic challenge ofUMM 
while attending," Anne shares, "but realize more and more what 
an outstanding school it is since I have left. The high caliber of 
students, set in a close-knit, smaller community, made for a lot of 
personal growth and four years of wonderful times. My time at 
UMM solidified my ideas of what is truly valuable." 
Christy concurs: "I love the small town feel. I love the one-
on-one connection students are able to get with professors. I 
certainly am glad I chose to come here." 
Stwe 'F9, rlte,xu '06, ad &da¼2a«<J '69 
When Alexis Lang, Vermillion, South Dakota, crossed the 
stage on May 13, 2006, to receive a bachelor of arts in English, 
the occasion marked the third generation of the Lang family 
becoming UMM alwnni. 
Edith, Alexis ' grandmother, completed a two-year Moorhead 
State Teachers College program in 1942. She took a leave of 
absence from teaching in 1968-1969 to finish an elementary 
education major. She even had a class or two with son Steve. " It 
was thrilling for me to attend my son ' s graduation in 1989 and 
now my granddaughter' s commencement," says Edith . "My wish 
for UMM is that it can continue to maintain the place of honor it 
holds among America's liberal arts universities." Edith retired in 
1985 after 27 years of teaching." 
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Steve notes that he and his mother have very different UMM 
experiences than his daughter. "Alexis earned her degree in just 
four years," he remarks. "Her father completed his bachelor of 
arts journey in 22, including an 18-year hiatus . A college educa-
tion, however, remains a lifetime gift and achievement. Three 
generations of graduates from the same university speak volumes 
for the institution." 
For the past 18 years, Steve has worked in collegiate settings, 
at South Dakota State University, the University of South Dakota, 
and for the past eight years, at Sul Ross State University, Alpine, 
Texas, where be recently earned a master of arts in liberal arts. 
"In each instance," he shares, "my UMM education has left me 
well-suited for any unique challenges that have surfaced." 
Alexis ' mother, Marlene Jacobson, is also a UMM alumna, 
graduating in I 978 with majors in speech communication and 
English. 
Listening to Katie Haberkorn '06 and her father, Jeff '73 , 
share UMM stories, one might first suspect they have little in 
common. One can't imagine honors student Katie skipping class. 
Jeff admits with a smile that Cougar golf "took up all of Spring 
Quarter each year, 36 holes a day, to the exclusion of classes." 
Katie followed the traditional housing pattern- first a residence 
hall , then an on-campus apartment, and a year off campus with 
friends. Jeff never lived on campus. Their tales, separated by 30 
years, are different, but both daughter and father ' s stories share 
an important ending: UMM was the perfect place for a college 
experience. 
In 1968, UMM was expecting more freshmen than the 
dormitories could hold, so the two top floors of the Merchants 
Hotel, downtown Morris, were rented as additional housing. That 
is where Jeff lived his first year. As an attorney, Jeff knows that 
the statute of limitations bas expired, so he ' s willing to share a 
few details: "The expected student surplus did not materialize, so 
about 10 students had the run of 40 plus rooms. Students used one 
room as a refrigerator (opened the windows in the middle of the 
winter) and one room as a sauna (removed the regulator from the 
steam radiator) . Some damage may have occurred to these rooms 
due to these types of uses." 
Jeff also lived on the "Funny Farm," a "shack" near Chokio, 
above a butcher shop in downtown Hancock, and in a house on 
West Fifth Street. Katie astutely comments: "Dad showed me the 
house he lived in, and he ' s told me about their barbecues and their 
cat. I think we had fairly different living experiences." 
Living arrangements varied, but both loved Morris ' small 
town atmosphere . Jeff, a native of West Saint Paul, shares that 
his family lives in Aitkin today because of his years in Morris. 
"Going to school in Morris with long hair during the Vietnam war 
could have been a bad experience," Jeff reflects. "Stevens County 
was full of farmers and small town people. But, in fact, the trust, 
warmth, and honesty that I found in those people convinced me 
that I wanted to live in a small town the rest of my life. As soon as 
I got my license to practice law in I 976, that's exactly what I did! 
It' s been a great life in Aitkin, and to a large part, I attribute that 
to my experience in Morris." 
Jeff hadn 't planned on being an attorney. Like his daughter, 
he was considering education. A few missing credits determined 
his future : "I intended to be a high school history teacher," he 
remembers. "I took a number of history courses, but it wasn ' t 
until Fall Quarter senior year that I learned I still needed to take 
a number of educational courses. I was gathering up courage to 
tell my father that I may have to attend school an additional year, 
when out of the blue my father asked me ifl had ever thought 
about becoming an attorney. He convinced me to take the LSAT 
by offering to pay for it. Since this also relieved me from telling 
him about my lack of educational credits, it was an easy choice." 
Katie, on the other hand, finished all of her educational 
credits on time and did her student teaching in El Paso, Texas. 
But her career path is taking a slight tum, too . "I chose elementary 
education as a major because I love children and enjoy watching 
them grow and develop," she shares. "However, my long-term 
goals have evolved during the last two years at UMM. My love of 
kids has led to my desire to become an adoption counselor." Katie 
will pursue a master of science in social work at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill this fall . 
Even though she chose a different major, Katie shares her 
father's passion for history and politics. Both Katie and Jeff took 
a course on imperialism taught by Professor Roland Guyotte. As a 
UMMer, Jeffs interest in politics led him to travel to Washington, 
D.C., with 11 other students to attend a war moratorium. Of 
course, be bas an anecdote about that happening, too: "The faculty 
took a collection to help us defray the cost of the trip . One oftbe 
students was promptly arrested in Tomah, Wisconsin, for driving 
without a license. We used half of the money to bail him out." 
After sharing many UMM stories with each other, the 
Haberkorns have made a few observations. "I think classes were 
cancelled more often when my dad attended UMM," comments 
Katie, "because the snow plows didn' t get out as fast. The 
technology at UMM is different, and some of the buildings have 
changed, but the spirit ofUMM has remained." 
Adds Jeff: "I don ' t think UMM has changed much. It still is 
windy. It still has a safe and homey feel. There continues to be 
close and personal contact between students and professors. On 
the other band, we weren 't considered to be one of the top schools 
in the public Ivy League then- although we knew we were." 
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Mac Wilson ' 06 clearly remembers the day four years ago 
that he received his freshman residential hall room assignment: 
"Uhh, Dad? What room did you live in again?" he asked bis 
father, Mark Wilson '77. Mark remembers the day, too: "When T 
told him it was Indy 201 , Mac just started laughing and showed 
me his letter. He was assigned the same room." 
Music is another shared theme in the Wilsons' UMM 
experiences-Mac playing music on UMM's radio station, and 
Mark playing music on a baritone. "My favorite place on campus 
is the KUMM studio," shares Mac. "I became a part of KUMM 
because I wanted to expand my own musical tastes, plus the idea 
of being on the radio seemed really cool. As time progressed, I 
realized that this was a true passion of mine." 
Mark's favorite place on campus is defined by music, too. 
"When I came to UMM, the Humanities Fine Arts building was 
brand-new," shares Mark. "I was in Concert Band for all four years, 
and would spend a lot of time in HFA. On the lower level, there was 
an area with pillows that was right under a skylight. I spent a LOT 
of time there studying, reading, thinking or ... as you could guess ... 
sleeping. That is the place I remember the most fondly." 
Both Wilsons received double majors at UMM. Mac 
graduated with majors in English and political science; Mark with 
majors in chemistry and biology. "I was never much of a science 
person," states Mac. "I think this is especially funny because my 
dad was such a science nerd. We both earned double majors, yet 
they were all in completely different departments!" 
Mac shares that his dad told a lot of great UMM stories when 
he was growing up. One of his favorites is the January 1975 
blizzard when his father tried walking the short distance from 
Indy Hall to his on-campus apartment. Mark remembers: "It was 
snowing so hard, and the wind was blowing so hard, it was a white 
out, and I didn ' t think we would make it. That blizzard lasted three 
days." 
Even though he'd heard the story many times, Mac couldn't 
quite imagine a snowstorm that severe, until this past winter. "One 
night this year, I was out walking during a snowstorm," recalls 
Mac, "and I found myself walking that exact path. If the lights 
had been off, I realized that it indeed would have been possible to 
get lost. The thought of my dad walking in the same spot is mind-
blowing." 
From an alumnus perspective, and maybe a father's , too, Mark 
reflects: "Life at Morris has changed in innumerable ways, and yet 
it hasn't changed one bit. It is a gathering of excited, sometimes 
naYve and scared kids who show up for freshman orientation and 
who manage to somehow graduate four years later as (relatively) 
mature adults, who may not have the faintest idea of what they 
will do, but who now have the tools to deal with whatever life can 
throw at them. They have learned how to plan their time, how to 
deal with adversity, how to handle themselves as adults in a real 
and grown-up world. This is the college experience. UMM is the 
part of our lives that defines us and unites us . I would not exchange 
my time at UMM for anything." 
The Wilsons- including sister Sophie and mother Julie-
make their home in New Hope. Mac is traveling in Europe after 
graduation before making plans for life after UMM. Mark is 
employed in a "temporary" job that has lasted for 28 years with 
Norstan, a communications company. Shares Mark: "My 'career' 
has had nothing to do with anything I studied at UMM, but a lot to 
do with what I learned there." 
7~ '03, ~ '06, ad Sa,za ~alvt '10 
When older sister Theresa graduated from UMM in 2003 , her 
commencement day was Sara Lahr's first exposure to a college 
campus. She remembers she was "busy taking it all in." In May, she 
returned for sister Cindy's graduation, and next fall she ' ll be back 
as a member of the Class of 2010. 
Sara shares that Cindy and Theresa haven't pressured her to 
attend UMM, but they did provide a positive introduction to life on 
the Morris campus. She says, "When I visited, I got a good feel for 
the campus. I liked it." 
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While her sisters remained neutral on her college decision, 
they both suggested Indy Hall as Sara's first residential hall 
choice. "Theresa and I lived in Indy our freshman years," shares 
Cindy, "and my sophomore year and Theresa's senior year we 
were roommates." Jokingly, Theresa refers to that experience as 
"the longest year of my life," but adds, "I suppose that could have 
been because I was a senior." 
The Lahr sisters grew up on a family farm outside of Sauk 
Centre and graduated from Sauk Centre High School where they 
all were members of the speech team. Theresa started UMM as a 
biology major. "But fortunately for me," she shares, "my first bio 
class wasn't until second semester. By then I had fallen in love 
with calculus and have not looked back." She graduated with a 
mathematics major and spent many hours as a math tutor. 
After graduating in 2003, Theresa accepted a position with 
Epic Systems Corporation in Madison, Wisconsin, one of the 
leading electrical medical record systems in the nation with major 
clients such as Allina and CentraCare. She finds her work testing 
software rewarding: "It' s great to be a part of an organization 
focused on improving the quality of patient care." 
Cindy also started UMM as a biology major, then switched 
to English and eventually added secondary education. She says, 
"I've always liked reading and writing, and I like to think of 
myself as a grammar nut. I originally had no interest in teaching, 
but I began considering it after workjng at summer camps. People 
kept telling me I would be a great teacher." Cindy was a founding 
member of Sigma Tau Delta, an English honor society, and a 
writer, copy editor, head copy editor, and advertising manager 
for The University Register, as well as a writing consultant in the 
Writing Room. 
This summer, Cindy will be working at a summer camp 
in Colorado and makjng plans for the future. She would like to 
teach or work for the YMCA. She shares, "I'm also interested in 
editing, publishing, or writing. Like most English majors, I have 
an idea for a book I plan to write." 
While she still considers herself undecided, Sara is leaning 
towards a major in mathematics or computer science. "I simply 
enjoy learning about these subjects," she shares. "I guess I had 
good math teachers throughout high school." 
Sara is just beginning. Theresa has adjusted to life beyond 
Morris, but Cindy's UMM career has just ended. She knows 
what she'll miss-"having pretty much everything I need at my 
disposal. I can walk to get food, work out, check out an athletic 
event, see a play, hear a concert, go to a dance, etc. All my 
academic, social, and cultural needs can be met in one place! And 
I'm going to miss the people and atmosphere." 
And the new graduate has good advice for Sara, the soon-
to-be UMMer, too: "Don't go to school with the intention of 
impressing anyone; you'll impress people by being yourself. It 
might take you a while to figure out who ' yourself is, but you'll 
eventually figure it out. Get into study habits early, so that you 
won't be kjckjng yourself later. Work hard first, so you'll have 
time later to have fun. Find an organization you really enjoy. Get 
to know the people on your floor. They can become your best 
friends. Also, it's okay to not know what you want to major in, 
and it 's okay to change majors. And it's okay to go to school for 
five years, too." 
?1tideetfe '00 Md-~ ~oat '06 
Michelle Rost '00 served as a campus tour guide during her 
UMM years, and that included telling sister Jenny '06 about the 
campus, too. The Fridley natives earned majors in different fields 
of study, Jenny in elementary education and Michelle in biology, 
but their reasons for attending UMM were the same-great 
reputation, small school, great community. Both found ways to 
not only be active on campus, but also in the city of Morris . 
"lo Morris, I took a course at the Stevens County Ambulance 
Service to become certified as an Emergency Medical Technician 
(EMT)," shares Michelle. "I have used the certification as a First 
Aid Team volunteer at the Metrodome for the last six years. It has 
been one ofmy most fun and rewarding experiences." 
Since her first year in Morris, Jenny has been employed at 
the Fraternal Orders of Eagles Club in Morris. "I spent the past 
three and a half years making connections with people in the 
community," shares Jenny. "I also joined the Eagles and have 
helped with many fundraisers and other charitable events." 
While Jenny loves the Morris area and will be makjng her 
home in nearby Hancock, her most memorable UMM experience 
happened thousands of miles away through UMM's Global 
Student Teaching program. "Australia was the highlight of my 
college experience," shares Jenny. "I was so lucky to be able to 
travel all the way around the world and to meet many wonderful 
Aussies. We have 'Minnesota Nice' here, but I think that 
Australia has the same thing! I student taught at Ocean Grove 
Primary School in Ocean Grove, Victoria. I strengthened my 
skills as a teacher and grew as a person. I traveled to Melbourne, 
Sydney, and Cairns where I snorkeled at the Great Barrier Reef. 
I would definitely recommend Australia and study abroad to 
anyone!" 
Michelle, a regulatory compliance specialist with Boston 
Scientific, attended Jenny 's graduation in May, and enjoyed 
seeing the green spaces and buildings she once toured with 
visitors, especially the mall , her favorite place on campus in the 
spring. 
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A greeting from Carla Riley, director 
of alumni relations and annual giving 
I have always loved words and as 
a result of this affection, my academic 
career involved the close study of 
language as an undergrad at UMM-
English and German to be specific. I wish 
I had also taken the time to study French 
at some point in time. French words seem 
to dance so gracefully from a speaker's 
Riley lips and land so softly on the listener's 
ear. More like music, really. German, on 
the other hand, seems to insist upon being 
tom from the throat of its speakers in sharp rather guttural 
bursts! English falls somewhere in between. Matters not to 
me . . .I love all words. 
Why the focus on Germanic and romantic languages, 
you ask? In a word-legacy! The French say " le legs," the 
German, "das vermiichtnis," and the English, "legacy." The 
true beauty of this word, of course, lies not in how it sounds 
but in what it means in any language. It signifies good things. 
It conjures up tradition and stability. It bequeaths the past to 
the present. 
At UMM we cherish all of our alumni, but when our 
alumni have family members who follow in their footsteps 
to become students at UMM as well, we call them "legacy" 
students. When a legacy student accepts the torch to attend 
UMM, it has been passed to them in a very special and 
meaningful way. As you read this issue of Profile, I hope you 
will appreciate, as I do, the value oflegacy. 
A new initiative at UMM involves alumni parents of 
legacy students hosting a reception for parents of students 
on one of four scheduled new student registration day 
events. Our thanks to Greg Spofford ' 78, Carol McCannon 
'80 and husband Roger McCannon, Michael Korth '78 and 
wife Sandy, Barb Lienemann ' 00, Jim Mahoney '85, and 
Beth Hofland Mahoney '88 for their willingness to serve as 
"alumni" parents for these receptions. If you would like to be 
an alumni parent ambassador, please let me know. 
Another area of service you may wish to consider is the 
UMM Alumni Association Board of Directors. This group 
gathers several times per year to discuss and help shape the 
future of the alumni association. If you are interested or 
would like to suggest a nominee, please contact me. 
As we near the end ofUMM's fiscal year, you are 
invited to make a gift to the Alumni Annual Fund so that 
we can continue growing programs to better serve alumni 
current students, and future students. Each gift is importa~t. 
Your participation supports UMM's success as one of the 
top five best public liberal arts colleges in America. Help us 
maintain our standing- send your gift today. 
As always, feel free to contact me with questions, 
concerns, or just to say hello! I always enjoy hearing from 
alumni and can be reached at rileycj @morris.umn.edu or 
320-589-6394. 
Alumni Association Board of Directors 
supports new alumni programming 
The UMM Alumni Association Board of Directors is excited 
to report on several new alumni programs. In collaboration with the 
Offices of Admissions, Career Services, and Computing Services, 
the Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving will soon be 
unveiling an improved online networking volunteer service. 
Through the "Alumni in Admissions" program, alumni can offer 
assistance with student recruiting efforts. Alumni may also register 
online to assist with career services. Their information wi ll be 
available via the Web to students and alumni who will be able to 
contact them for career advice, internships, etc. 
The recent launch ofUMM's Young Alumni Program and 
the projected implementation of a Senior Gift Program this fall 
are the result of the collective energies of a number of individuals 
and offices at UMM. In addition to filling the teaching role of 
a professor on sabbatical, Angie Bos '01 served the Office of 
Alumni Relations and Annual Giving in a 15 percent position 
from August 2005-May 2006. Under the direction of Carla Riley, 
she researched and laid the ground work for both programs. 
In October, Bruce Helmer ' 81 , president of Wealth 
Enhancement Group in Minneapolis and author of Money and the 
People You Love, will generously present two financial seminars 
free of charge to alumni, the first of which will target young 
alumni issues. He can be heard discussing financial issues on his 
WCCO 830 AM Sunday morning radio program. 
IfUMM has your e-mail address, you have been receiving 
a new electronic newsletter, £-Express . We have received an 
overwhelmingly positive response to this initiative. If you are not 
receiving £ -Express, please send the Office of Alumni Relations 
your current e-mail address. 
The board of directors bas increased funding for the coming 
year to support alumni programming. A number of new events 
~re being pla?"°ed. As new director, Carla Riley ' s goal beginning 
m J_uly 2006 1s to have one alumni event each month, including 
regional events. Watch your mailbox and inbox for details. 
Photo: Sara Dunleavy Keenan '02 and Irma Salazar '04 at the 
inaugural Young Alumni Event in April. 
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Greg Spofford '78: ·Enthusiastic legacy parent extraordinaire 
Greg Spofford '78 recollects a 
vivid UMM memory. 
"It was a beautiful fall 
day as we drove into Morris 
and observed new constrnction 
on the UMM campus. The 
air was crisp, the leaves were 
just beginning to turn, and the 
pleasant smell of a recent rain 
filled the air. We had to make 
sure we didn't step into the 
muddy areas of constrnction 
as we parked near the barn and 
made our way over to Bebmler 
Hall, site of administration 
activities for UMM. 
Was this visit just this past 
fall, while people attempted 
to avoid constrnction around 
the Social Science area and the 
infamous Cow Palace? Nope! 
Dad, decided to take a peek 
at UMM as they considered 
post-high school education. 
I'm happy to report Elise '02, 
Andy '07, and Erika '09 
have benefitted and graced 
the UMM campus. We are so 
proud of them. The pressure 
is definitely on eighth grader 
Emily to at least take a good 
look at UMM in a couple 
years, and she is leaning this 
way! 
What about UMM appeals 
to you and your family? 
It was 1971 as the Humanities 
Fine Arts building was nearing 
completion. I was visiting 
campus with the brother of a 
good friend. Little did I know 
The Spoffords, clockwise from left: Greg '78, Vicki '78, Andy 
'07, Elise '02, Emily, and Erika '09. 
UMM calls forth and 
fosters the best of who we are. 
UMM knows who and what it 
is itself. It does not make the 
mistake of trying to be what it 
is not. It strategically purports 
to be a small liberal arts 
college offering an excellent 
liberal arts education at 
affordable prices. UMM does 
on that day that UMM and Morris would become my home a 
year later. Wow, bow time flies! Now five of six Spoffords have 
chosen UMM and the neat community of Morris to live, learn, 
laugh, and love." 
Who encouraged you to attend UMM? 
My mom encouraged me to break a small cycle of poverty 
within our family (bless her giving heart). The entire UMM 
and Morris community impressed me as a place where I could 
become and be myself- I'll always be grateful for this! 
What did you like most about UMM? 
I wish I could be more academic here-UMM is renowned 
for its academics-but it was the people. Faculty like Arnold 
Henjwn, Bill Scarborough, Janet Ahern, and Ralph Williams. The 
custodial crew of Indy- Marion, Bea, Clara, and Louie. From the 
P.E. Center-Willis Kelly, Larry Edlund, Rich Glas, and Chan. 
Jack and Lucy Imholte, Pat Tanner, Gary Donovan, Ms. Johnson, 
and the wonderful people in the administration, admissions, 
and financial aid offices who calmed down many an excited and 
nervous student. 
Tell us about the UMM "legacy" your family has established. 
We feel extremely grateful for all that UMM and the 
community of Morris has given us. I had the pleasure of being 
the first of the Spoffords to enter UMM in fall 1973. My wife, 
Vicki '78, entered as a Lyseng a year later, still IS a Lyseng, but 
decided the Spofford name was not too embarrassing. Years later 
our adu lt children, through a little encouragement from Mom and 
not strive to grow beyond its capacity to serve. 
Spofford graduated with majors in elementary education and 
physical education, a minor in health, and coaching certifications. 
He has enjoyed several variations in teaching positions, most 
recently as a family educator working with homeless families in 
the central Minnesota area. Spofford has been active in the alumni 
association, serving as a volunteer at career fairs and at new 
student registration days. He and his family live in Little Falls, 
where all of the Spofford children have grown up. 
by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka 
St. Paul Saints tailgating planned 
The Offices of Alumni 
Relations and Admissions are 
teaming up for another St. Paul 
Saints tailgating event: August 
9, 2006, at St. Paul's Midway 
Stadiwn. The Saints play the 
St. Joseph, Missouri 
Blacksnakes. Game time is 7:05 p.m., but come early for 
hotdogs and traditional baseball fare! 
It's a family affair, so prospective students, new first-year 
students, current students, faculty, staff, and alumni, grab your 
families and make your way to UMM's tailgating event. 
For more information, contact Andy Sharpe, Office of 
Admissions, at sharpea@morris.umn.edu or 320-589-6128. 
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Class N otes ________________ compiled by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka 
Class of '64 
Jere Ettesvold, Cyrus, one of three confirmed cases of West Nile 
Virus in Stevens County in 2005 , is making a successful recovery. 
Class of '65 
Jim Carlson, UMM professor of music, has been named to the 
Minnesota Music Educators Association Hall of Fame. 
Avis Van Otterloo DeRuyter, Richland, Washington, has 
moved to administrative management after teaching. She enjoyed 
interesting positions in Salt Lake City, Boston, and Kansas City. 
Avis has been living in southeast Washington since 1981, the 
Tri-Cities region. In 2002 Avis retired as CEO/executive director 
of Girl Scouts Mid-Columbia Council. She has also worked as a 
site coordinator for Educational Service District 123. Currently, 
Avis is instructor of the Employment Bound Program, quality 
assurance manager for Goodwill Industries of the Columbia, and 
head of the business department for Kamiakin High School in 
Kennewick. "Life in the Pacific Northwest is great!" 
Kathleen Gjerdingen, Cathedral City, California, is teaching 
music in Palm Springs Unified School District and enjoying 
California. 
Gary Olhoft and wife Judy are enjoying their fourth year of 
retirement in Cary, North Carolina, consistently ranked one of the 
best places to Jive in the U.S. The couple has six grandchildren 
and spends quite a bit of time visiting in Iowa, Indiana, and 
Minnesota. They also try to take at least one or two "touristy" 
trips each year. At home, Judy keeps busy with the yard and 
garden, while Gary thinks golf is a better hobby! Comments Gary: 
"When you throw in a few church and civic activities, one finds 
retirement is a full-time activity! " 
Harlo Peterson, Naples, Florida, retired from Sysco Foods after 
18 years. Harlo adds: "I'm now trying my best to get in three days 
a week fishing." 
Dave Retzlaff retired from coaching men ' s basketball at 
Minnesota State Community and Technical College (MSCTC) but 
will continue as athletic coordinator at MSCTC. 
Class of '66 
Bob Peterson earned the AMA/Irwin/McGraw-Hill Distinguished 
Marketing Educator A ward. 
Class of '67 
Steven Larson, Starbuck, displayed his artwork in an exhibition 
at the Prairie Renaissance Cultural Alliance in Morris. 
Class of '68 
Wayne Brabender, Madrid, Spain, was inducted into the Tribune 
Sports Hall of Fame. 
Bruce and Terry Schwartz Schroer's sixth grandchild, Nicholas 
Bryan Longerbone, was born in September 2005. 
Class of '72 
Della Lawson Conroy's artwork, "Last Summer," is on 
permanent display at the Morris Area Elementary School. Della is 
president of the Prairie Renaissance Cultural Alliance. 
Great-grandmother Bonnie Stahler and grandmother Merrilee 
Stahler '74 welcomed baby Gavin Charles in March 2006. 
Class of '73 
Suzanne Rosenberg Aagesen will join husband Steve in 
retirement. Sue and Steve have been teachers of biology and 
sciences for 33 years. Steve taught in Paynesville for 31 of those 
years and Sue, who after teaching at Wabasso, Albany, and Eden 
Valley-Watkins, spent the last 22 years at Atwater-Cosmos-Grove 
City. They enjoy camping, hiking, fishing, hunting, and traveling. 
They have three adult children. 
Warrenn Anderson, Morris, welcomed granddaughter Kathryn 
Therese in March 2006. 
Class of '74 
Thomas Hoffman is founder of Hoffman Realty in Morris. He 
and wife Mary Jo have a one-year-old grandson, Nico. 
Class of '75 
Thomas Gillespie, Hancock, passed away in January 2006. 
Randy Ronning is a tennis professional at Daytona Country Club 
in Dayton. 
Class of '76 
Paul Watzke, Morris, Sheldon Giese '78, Morris, Chris 
Labarre Staebler '92, Morris, and Ben Winchester '95, 
Hancock, are members of Morris' 2006 Morris Area Chamber 
of Commerce Board of Directors. Paul is also a Stevens County 
commissioner. 
Send us your Class Notes! 
By Mail: Office of Alumni Relations and Annual Giving 
UMM 123 HFA 
600 East Fourth Street 
Morris, Minnesota 56267 
By e-mail: alumni@morris.umn.edu 
Online: www.morris.umn.edu/AlumniUpdate 
Next Class Notes deadline: August 1, 2006 
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Class of '79 
Kenneth Kohler is interim Clay County attorney. 
Brian Schmautz is Portland, Oregon's police sergeant after four 
years of being the spokesman for the Portland Police Bureau. 
Donna Jo Schneck Kopitzke is music therapy coordinator at 
Rice Hospice in Willmar. 
Randy Nelson writes: "I organize a yearly golf outing and BBQ 
in Cannon Falls for UMM Beta Sigma Psi alumni . Call Randy in 
Cannon Falls to attend this year' s BSP reunion golf event on July 
14, 2006! " 
Class of '80 
Robert Mitchell was awarded the 3M "Lewis W. Lehr" corporate 
Quality Career Achievement Award. The award recognizes an 
individual for a career of distinguished contributions in the area 
of quality management. Robert is division quality manager for 
3M office supplies division, a fellow in the American Society 
of Quality, and has served two separate terms as chair, ASQ 
Statistics Division. 
Jon Mukand was one of the top five principal investigators for 
a randomized, controlled study on the prevention of recurrent 
fractures after a hip fracture. Jon also achieved a brown belt in 
mud wrestling. 
Mark Stover's daughter, Claire, is attending UMM and made the 
Dean ' s List in her first semester as a freshman: "Clearly she takes 
after her mother! " he says. Mark is senior consultant 
with Wipfli, an accounting and consulting firm that 
ranks in the top 20 accounting firms in the nation. 
Class of '82 
Judith Mikolai teaches German classes at Shakopee 
High School. 
Class of '83 
. Class of '86 
Linda Felton Freeman, Alexandria, welcomed grandson Gavin 
Thomas in March 2006. 
Greg Hansen, Salem, Oregon, married Katie Hansen, a native 
Oregonian. He is a lawyer and partner in the firm of Crothers, 
Hansen, PC. and a partner and owner of a commercial and 
residential financial company, Worthington Financial, named for 
Worthington, where he grew up. He is also owner and founder 
of the University Club of Salem, started much like the Tinman 
Triathlon: "Tums out," Greg notes, "I am the guy who started 
the Tinman a very long time ago, with the encouragement of 
Roland Guyotte, professor of history. The first logo, a drawing of 
a ' tinman' on a bike with a funnel for a hat, was created by Ivory 
Britton '86! Since my triathlon days are over, the activities of the 
University Club now include bowling and golf leagues. There are 
plenty of photos for your entertainment at www.uclubsalem.com." 
Class of '87 
Blaine Hill was selected to teach at the Command and General 
Staff College as part of the Army Reserves . He is completing his 
30th year in the National Guard and Reserves. He volunteers in 
youth sports and coaches junior high wrestling in Breckenridge. 
Denise Ruter Murphy's niece, Kelly Ruter, graduated from 
UMM this spring. 
Class of '89 
Angela Johnson and husband Edwin live in rural Iowa. Ed is 
a military retiree and works for the Department of Homeland 
Security. Angela is a stay-at-home mom with their 
three children: Maranda Brianne (10), Mason 
Sutherland (4), and Dayton Faith (2) . E-mail Angela at 
johnsonfamily@netins.net. 
Micheal Rodriguez visited campus with a group of high 
school students (future UMMers) from Long Prairie. 
Class of '90 
Leslie Soule married Janis Bryant in August 2005. Jon Peterson is a financial representative with 
Thrivent Financial for Lutherans in the North Country 
Regional Financial Office in Fargo, North Dakota. 
Rodriguez 
Class of '85 
Jim Mahoney is investment sales manager for the Bank of the 
West branches in Morris and Benson. 
Julie Perkins says: "Hi to all the jazzers out there! " E-mail at 
bassmusic@rocketmail.com. 
Carla Schmidt Riley, Morris, is the proud grandmother of baby 
Emery Lauren, born in January 2006. 
Scott Trost coaches men ' s basketball at Lewis University. 
Kelly O'Brien Weger began working as supplier manager at 
Adventure Touring in Revelstoke, British Columbia. Daughter 
Jennifer is four. 
Class of '91 
Patti Berg Balacek lives near her hometown of La Crescent 
with her husband and children, Ethan (2) and Hayley (9 mos.). 
"Between working as sales manager for a telecommunication 
software company and raising two young children, I have little 
time for much else." Patti adds: "But I still enjoy my UMM 
memories! Hello to all, especially Pine Hall 1987-88!" E-mail 
Patti at pberg20@hotmail.com. 
Anne Polusny Broskoff lives with her husband and daughter 
Peyton (20 mos.) in North Mankato. Anne works for the 
Minnesota Department of Human Services Child Safety and 
Permanency Division. She conducts child welfare quality 
assurance reviews and adds: "The best part is that I work from my 
home!" She would love to hear from Blakely and Spooner Hall 
friends at anne.m.broskoff@state.mn.us . 
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Jeff Tyberg, Grantsburg, Wisconsin, is running for Congress in 
the 7th Congressional District in the November 2006 election. 
Class of '92 
Liz Hoffman returned to UMM to perform a flute recital. 
An exhibit by Jessica Larson titled "A Stitch in Time: Not 
Your Mother's Girdle," consisting of eight handmade, hand-
embellished girdles, was displayed at the Prairie Renaissance 
Cultural Center Gallery in Morris as part of the Embroiderers 
Guild of America event. 
Kevin Timmins has lived in Germany since June 2003. In 
August 2004 he married Claudia Seibold oflnningen, Germany. 
"We moved from Boingen to Freising in Spring 2005. Freising 
is just north of Munich in Bavaria," he says. Kevin works with 
I-Systems International in Munich. He is a service manager for 
their international customers in the aviation business. He would 
love to hear from old friends at mail@kevintimmins.com. 
Class of '93 
Ann Michels played the role of Aldonzo in the production 
Man of La Mancha in February 2006 at the Southern Theater in 
Minneapolis. 
Jean Lefebvre Parupsky and husband Gregory welcomed twins 
Samuel and Jason in November 2005. 
Class of '94 
Maria Bernardy would like to hear from friends at mbernardy@ 
usfamily.net. 
David Day died April 2005 after a courageous eight-year battle 
with bipolar. He worked in computer analysis and networking 
until his lifelong concern for the "underdog" led him to the U of 
M Law School and public interest law. After graduation in 2001 , 
David moved to Immokalee, 
Florida, to begin his career 
and passed the bar exam 
the same year. Later, he 
returned to Minnesota and 
the Southern Minnesota 
Legal Regional Services 
to represent low income 
people. 
Tracy Hansen writes: "Hey 
everyone! I'm still in Apple 
Valley teaching middle 
schoolers to habla Espanol. 
My husband, Craig, and I 
are busy with our two boys, 
Matthew (8) and Ryan (4); 
lots of testosterone! I'd love 
to hear from old friends at 
cniedent@charter.net." 
Royce Larson operates Willow Taxidermy in Cyrus and teaches 
science at Hinkley-Finlayson High School. 
Class of '95 
Brandon and Emily Clark Burbach '97 moved back to 
Minneapolis from Madison, Wisconsin, in August 2004. Brandon 
is a post-doc in immunology at the University of Minnesota, and 
Emily is a stay-at-home mom for Rachel (5) , Abby (2), and baby 
Sarah, born in August 2005. E-mail Brandon at brandon.b@ 
softhome.net or Emily at emily.b@softhome.net. 
Lisa Krosch Denzer, Hancock, welcomed baby Benjamin James 
in March 2006. Lisa is a representative of Stevens County on 
the Advisory Council of the West Central Retired and Senior 
Volunteer Program. 
Kari Holcomb Hendlin says: "I divorced and went back 
to school in 2001 and now have another degree, biomedical 
engineering." Kari has worked as research coordinator for an 
urologist at the University of Minnesota for the past two years. 
She enjoys traveling, writing papers, and performing research 
studies, both clinical and device-related. Daughter Kenzie ( I 1) is 
almost done with school at Park Spanish Immersion. 
Jon and Lina Tucker Reinders welcomed baby Annemieke Grace, 
born in Geneva, Switzerland, in June 2005 . States the couple: "She 
already has numerous stamps in her passport! " Lina and Jon have 
been in Geneva since 2003: Lina working at the World Health 
Organization, and Jon working towards a doctorate in epigentics. 
Class of '96 
Katie Archer is newscaster and producer for Red River Radio 
Network, the public radio station for eastern Texas, northern 
Louisiana, southern Arkansas, and parts of Mississippi . Last year 
Katie was named a Daniel Schorr Journalism Prize finalist for her 
series on drug addiction. Alex Kent '97 is arts and entertainment 
editor and theater/music 
critic for The Shreveport 
Times. Katie and Alex live in 
Shreveport, Louisiana. Keep 
in touch at katearcher@ 
bellsouth.net. 
Charlie Binsfeld and 
wife Elise welcomed baby 
Simone Elise in April 2005, 
joining big brother Elliott 
(3) . Charlie is a computer 
programmer for LC. System 
in Vadnais Heights and lives 
in Blaine with his family. 
Cathy and Jason Haugland '87 attended the annual MidWinter 
event, held at Solera restaurant in Minneapolis in March. 
Jeny Breard Burrell, 
Houston, Texas, welcomed 
baby Flinn Beatrice in 
October 2005. Jeny is a 
Librarian at Colony Meadows 
Elementary. 
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Anne Folkerds Christianson married 
Grant Christianson in July 2005 . The 
couple lives in Minnetonka. 
Crystal Vansecka Clancy passed 
her federal exam in September 2005 
and is now a licensed marriage and 
family therapist. She and her family 
welcomed their second child, l(jra 
Lee, in November 2005. 
Matt and Erika Bailey-Johnson 
'98 returned to Minnesota after 
five years of international teaching. 
Erika is pursuing her passion for 
the environment while finishing 
her second year in Bemidji State 
University's MS Environmental 
Studies program. Matt teaches seventh 
grade science at Cass Lake Middle 
School. Matt was also the head 
volleyball coach. They have a son, 
Noah (2). 
Patty Nickisch LaMont, Columbus, 
Ohio, and husband Mike welcomed 
baby Alyssa Grace born May 2005. 
"Leah Nicole is loving her new job as 
a big sister!" Patty says. 
Jason Fleming, wife Stacey, and son 
Colby (3) live in Fort Wayne, Indiana. 
In December 2005 Jason began bis 
career as a firefighter. "After six years 
and several applications throughout 
the Midwest, l finally landed my 
dream job!" Jason says. E-mail him at 
jastfleming@botrnai I .com. 
Chet Hudalla teaches high school 
science at Long Prairie/Grey Eagle 
High School. He also coaches 
John Rolbiecki '97 was on campus representing 
U.S. Bancorp Investments and interviewing 
potential employees, including computer science 
major Asongu Tambo '06, Buea, Cameroon. 
Shelly Churchill Leatham and 
husband Charlie welcomed baby 
William Charles in November 
wrestling but bas "retired" from football coaching since taking up 
bow-hunting. Wife Jennifer works in St. Cloud at Health Partners 
as an x-ray technologist. The couple welcomed baby Amelia Kae 
in April 2005. He adds: "Our next big goal is to build a house in 
the country. Our health has been good and the hunting and fishing 
okay, so I guess life is excellent!" 
Samuel Johnson exhibited wood-fired pottery at the Rourke Art 
Gallery in Moorhead in June 2005 . 
Donald and Angelica Pilot Jurgens live in Kasson with children 
Emma and Rowan. 
Brent Roske, creative director of Skycastle Entertainment in 
Burbank, California., was nominated for an Emmy for a series be 
co-produced, titled "Sophie Chase." 
Troy and Heidi Berg Seppelt '94, St. Peter, welcomed baby 
Sophie Dana in October 2005. Sophie joins sister Emi ly (5) and 
brother Maxwell (3). Heidi works for Le Seuer County as a social 
worker, assisting at risk new parents. Troy is in his fifth year 
as assistant director of Residential Life at Gustavus Adolphus 
College. E-mail Troy at tseppelt@gustavus.edu and Heidi at 
bseppelt@co.le-sueur.mn.us. 
Class of '97 
Cory Funk is administrative assistant in Academic Counseling at 
the University of St. Thomas. Cory adds: "Interestingly enough, 
one of the folks I work with graduated from UMM, Susan 
Anderson '92; one of the folks is from Starbuck; one of my 
student workers is from Clontarf; and our tech support guru is 
from Glenwood!" Cory and wife Mary Vandevoort '96 live in 
Woodbury with their cat, Stubbs, and are doing just fine. 
2005. Shelly shares: "He is healthy, 
beautiful , and growing bigger every day. We were excited to 
have aunt Rachel Leatham '94 spend a couple of weeks with us 
over the holidays while she was on ' home leave' from work in 
Washington D.C. As my maternity leave comes to an end, I will 
return to my job teaching ninth grade science in Chaska." 
Jennifer Hoheisel Olson, Roseville, graduated from the 
University of Minnesota Veterinary School in 2001, works at a 
practice in St. Paul, and married Erik Olson in October 2004. 
Shelly Zagaros Schafer and husband Matt welcomed baby 
Ronan Matthew in May 2005. Shelly says: "His birth spawned 
a yearning to be close to family again . In August 2005 , we all 
moved home to Minnesota after living in Washington, D.C., 
for seven and a half years ." The family lives in Woodbury and 
"couldn't be happier to be home! " 
Angela Adams '06, cousin of Lee Ann Friedrich Schimnowski, 
graduated from UMM this spring. 
Eric Single and wife Kelsi married in St. Cloud in October 2004. 
Eric is a flight paramedic for North Memorial Aircare. Kelsi is 
employed at the St. Cloud Hospital as an administrative assistant. 
Tammi Sippel, Zimmerman, married Ken Leppla in October 
2005. Ryan Tool, Paul Ludwig, and Ann Walsh Hippe were in 
the wedding party. Tammi is full-time sales director for Mary Kay 
Cosmetics. She is also an independent contractor in a program 
with a county agency working with at-risk youth during the 
summer months as part of an animal-assisted therapy program. 
Tammi was honored this past year with the Minnesota School 
Counselors Association Award after being nominated by a former 
student. She was one of 11 school counselors in the state to be 
recognized for the impact they have made on students' lives. E-
mail at tsippel2@marykay.com. 
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Class of '98 
Deron Greenwaldt and wife Marcie 
live in Minnetonka. Deron works for 
a consulting firm in Minneapolis, and 
Marcie teaches social studies at Delano 
High School. E-mail Deron at greenydj@ 
botmail.com. 
Kari Mehlhop Jaeger and husband 
Derrick welcomed baby AJ (Allen Joseph) 
in January 2005. In the fall , they moved 
to Hastings, where Kari has been teaching 
language arts since 1998. Kari would 
love to hear from her college friends at 
kjaeger@hastings.k12.mn.us. 
as a staff accountant at Jarvis Products in 
September. She adds: "Jake just got the 
news that we will soon be stationed in 
San Diego. Sunny California here I come. 
I hope you are all doing well." Write to 
Becky at becky4l277@yahoo.com. 
Ben Wallner is advocacy program 
associate with American Podiatric 
Medical Association. His primary 
responsibility is to fundraise among 
the APMA members . He also lobbies 
members of Congress on behalf of 
APMA membership on various issues 
including reimbursements under 
Medicare and Medicaid. "Our major 
piece of legislation," Ben notes, "is under 
consideration right now, which is to 
Jamie MacDougall says: "In spite ofmy 
love for the great white north, I am still in 
Indiana teaching seventh grade English, 
coaching track/cross country, working on a 
doctorate in educational psychology/gifted 
education, and desperately missing making 
cinnamon rolls in the Gay Hall kitchens 
with Jason Schommer '97." 
Sarah Nylander Gullickson '98 and change the definition of physician under 
husband Hunter Gullickson attended the Title XIX to include podiatrists." 
the Alumni Association reception held In addition, Ben educates members 
before the A Prairie Home Companion of APMA on the importance of being 
performance at UMM in February. involved in every level of the political 
Luke Robinson, Mankato, is an attorney and running for a House 
seat in the November 2006 election. 
Andrea Schueler Valley married Ray Valley in December 2005. 
They purchased their first home in January 2006. Andrea is in her 
eighth year teaching Spanish and coaching speech at Stillwater 
Area High School. 
Matt and Cathy Davidson Witte '97 welcomed baby Lucas John 
in September 2005. Lucas joins big brother Joshua (2) . 
Class of '99 
Shannon Steinbring Jacobs married Brian Jacobs in October 
2005 in North St. Paul. Jessica Stoering Kraker and Janine 
Diedrich Ikhaml were bridesmaids. 
Jennifer Mattson Lundin married a high school classmate. 
Jennifer teaches 10th and 11th grade English at her alma mater, 
Braham Area High School. She has been teaching there for five 
years and says that each year gets better. She is working on a 
master of arts in education through St. Mary ' s University and 
working with the drama department in Braham. 
Andy and Michelle Spartz Stockinger and daughter Elena (1) 
moved back to Minneapolis after living in Maryland for five years 
for Andy 's doctoral program. 
Becky Perkins Vik writes: "2005 was an exciting year!" Becky 
graduated from Carlson School of Management in May with a 
master of business administration in accounting and finance. She 
married Jacob Vik, a UMD graduate and a submariner in the 
Navy, in June. In July, the couple moved into a town home near 
the naval submarine base in Connecticut. Becky started a new job 
process. He also helps coordinate the 
Congressional Leadership Conference in 
Washington, D.C. , where APMA invites state leaders to join in 
lobbying members of Congress on their issues. 
Heather Kappes Vulin is assistant basketball coach at Sacred 
Heart University in Fairfield, Connecticut. This year Heather 
helped coach the team to the Northeast Conference championship 
and their first trip in the school's history to the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association tournament. 
Class of '00 
Daniel Braaten, Grand Rapids, is an assistant scientist at 
University of Minnesota North Central Research and Outreach 
Center. 
Oryan "Riley" DuBois is married to the love of his life, Laurie 
Plahn DuBois '99. Their son, Kieran, will be two this summer. 
Riley teaches elementary school and 
coaches in the St. Michael-Albertville 
school district. Laurie coaches and 
teaches math in Delano. They would 
love to hear from any long-lost friends at 
laurieandriley@yahoo.com. 
The Brooklyn Center High School Band, 
under the direction of Chris Porter '00, 
is a 2006 Grammy Signature School 
Enterprise A ward honoree. Recipients Porter 
receive a $15 ,000 donation from the 
Grammy Foundation and the project's 
sponsor, 7UP. The Enterprise awards recognize top U.S. public 
high schools that are making an outstanding commitment to 
music education even though their programs are economically 
underserved. 
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Class of '01 
Jennifer Anderson George, Fargo, 
North Dakota, is in her third year teaching 
ninth grade history at Moorhead High 
School. Husband David '02 is in his last 
year in the North Dakota State University 
landscape architecture program. When 
finished , David will continue to run 
Landscapes by George, his landscape 
design/build business. 
Tina George is ranked number eight in 
the world in the women 's 121-pound 
freestyle wrestling division. 
Class of '02 
Class of '04 
Janette Hunter-Gomer welcomed 
baby Matthew in January 2005 . 
Matthew joins sisters Emma, Olivia, 
and Alexandra. Janette works in 
Stevens County administration. 
Hope MilJer Mueller, Duluth, is data 
steward/transformation specialist with 
50 Below. 
Doug Paulson, St. Peter, is a treatment 
director/drug and alcohol counselor 
at House of Hope, a halfway house 
for chemically dependent males, in 
Mankato. Doug thanks all of the 
professors at UMM: "Everyday I use 
what you have taught me. I love my 
work! " 
Heidi Doyen is a graduate student in 
bioanalytical chemistry at the University 
of Kansas. Heidi was chosen to speak at 
the dedication of a new research building 
at the University of Kansas. 
Nicole Ly is a community political organizer 
for Progressive Minnesota (PM). 
Kristen Meyer, Apple Valley, is 
reference librarian with MIN1TEX. 
Kristen answers state-wide reference 
questions and trains librarians across the 
state on MINJTEX services (state-funded 
Jessica Van Alstine Beyer '02, community 
program assistant for the Center for Small 
Towns, introduced baby Owen Michael, born 
January 2006, to Susan Hagstrum, wife of U 
of M President Robert Bruininks at a UMM 
reception following the State of the University 
address in March. Beyer and Hagstrum 
became acquainted while showing horses, 
a shared passion. Photo by Brian Williams, 
Morris Sun Tribune. 
Katherine "Kit" Shelton, Grand 
Forks, North Dakota, has photos 
and paintings on display at the 
Local Harvest Gallery exhibit in the 
Amazing Grains natural foods grocery 
market in Grand Forks. 
Gina Westlund received a master of 
science degree in European history in 
May from Minnesota State University, 
library support). She shares: "During my interview my supervisor 
said, 'I can tell you were a communications major- you 
presented yourself in an excellent manner."' 
Sally Normandin writes: "Hello all my fellow 2002 classmates! 
I hope that all of you have gotten into a job position you enjoy 
and places to live you love! I'm residing in Denver, Colorado, 
and it's a beautiful place. Still has all the seasons, just not as 
harsh. The mountains are awesome for hiking, rock climbing, and 
snowboarding. There's so much to do here. You 're more than 
welcome to drop by and stay for awhile. Take care! " 
Sarah Runholt's photographs were exhibited at the Kaddatz 
Hotel in Fergus Falls beginning in November 2005. 
Class of '03 
Jacob Brown says: "It's been a crazy year! I recently purchased 
a home in St. Paul , continue to work for Minneapolis Mayor 
R.T. Rybak, and started on my master of public administration at 
Metro State University in January." 
JiU Schreck received her master of arts last December in 
communication studies from North Dakota State University. Jill 
taught two sections of introductory public speaking at UMM 
last spring while Dr. Neil Leroux was on sabbatical leave. She 
is associate product manager for destinations in Mexico at ML T 
Vacations in Edina. 
Mankato. Gina will begin, with full funding, a University of 
Minnesota doctorate program in the fall . 
Class of '05 
Jessica Koehn Kuhn is records specialist at the Stevens County 
Sheriffs Office. She married Andy Kuhn '06 in 2005. 
Steven Leske, Redwood Falls, exhibited oil paintings, drawings, 
and photography art at the Redwood Falls Public Library from 
January to March. 
Kevin Logan is a guitarist for a 15-person music ministry group 
organized in Willmar by Carpenter' s Tools International (CTI) . 
Adam Rowe is a computer programmer at Accenture Technology 
Solutions in the Twin Cities office. 
Shantel Smith welcomed baby Gabriel Joseph in February 2006. 
Craig Vogl, Albany, is a high school band director. 
Faculty and staff notes 
Richard Welsh, UMM University Relations director from 1965 
until 1973, passed away in April 2006. 
David Johnson, former chancellor, invites alumni , friends, and 
family to join him on a 15-day biking trip through Transylvania in 
September 2006. E-mail or call 612-333-6702. 
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Peterson honored 
as coach of the year 
Randi Peterson was honored as the 
Upper Midwest Athletic Conference (UMAC) 
women's basketball coach of the year. 
UMM's first-year head coach led the 




include a 10-4 
showing in the 
conference, second-
place finish in the 
regular season 
standings, and a 16-
10 overall record. 
They obtained 
the Cougars' first 
berth in the post-
season championship tournament. UMM 
led the UMAC in scoring offense, field 
goal percentage, free throw percentage, and 
steals. 
Peterson played collegiate basketball 
at the University oflowa. In her senior 
year as a Hawkeye, she led the Big Ten 
in rebounding, received first-team all-
conference honors, and also received 
all-tournament accolades in the Big Ten 
post-season tournament championship. 
Peterson served as UMM's assistant coach 
during the 2004-05 season. 
Groundbreaking gathering 
for new football stadium 
Construction began on May 16, 2006, on 
the new football stadium, a partnership 
between UMM and the Morris Area 
School District. Representatives marked 
the occasion with a photo. 
From left: Tracey Anderson, associate 
professor of biology and faculty athletic 
representative; Harvey Jaeger, project 
manager, U of M, Twin Cities; Mark 
Fohl, athletic director, UMM; Scott 
Monson, superintendent, Morris Area 
School District; Vance Gullickson, school 
board, Morris Area School District; 
Ken Crandall, head football coach, 
UMM; Jerry Witt '78, head football 
coach, MAHS; Mary Holmberg, athletic 
director, MAHS; Dave Aronson, project 
coordinator, UMM; and Bob Marohl, 
foreman, Riley Brothers Construction. 
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Athletics update 
-Mark Fohl, director of intercollegiate athletics 
Athletic honor society 
UMM has become the first college in Minnesota to 
sponsor membership in Chi Alpha Sigma, National College 
Athlete Honor Society. Student-athletes must have a 
cumulative GPA of 3.4 and be recommended by their coach 
for inclusion in Chi Alpha Sigma. Twelve athletes at UMM 
were inducted as charter members this year. Paul Grove, head men' s basketball 
coach, will serve as chapter advisor. Tracey Anderson, associate professor 
of biology, learned of Chi Alpha Sigma while attending the Faculty Athletic 
Representative's convention this fall. 
Football stadium construction 
Construction on UMM's new football stadium has started. There were some 
delays related to soil samples and the budget for the project. However, we remain 
confident that the stadium will be finished for the opening games of the season on 
September 1, 2. We look forward to the return of night games for Cougar football. 
The first two home games are scheduled for 7 p .m. 
Soccer update 
We are also looking forward to the beginning of a men's soccer program this 
fall. Coach Chris Devries, who started and developed the women's soccer program, 
will shift to the men's program. 
Dan Magner will replace Devries as women' s track coach. Magner comes 
to UMM from St. Bonaventure University where he has been the head women's 
soccer coach for the past five years. Magner also has head coaching experience 
at the University of Kansas and assistant coaching experience at University 
of Massachusetts and Wake Forest. We are pleased to have someone with his 
experience and enthusiasm for soccer guiding our women's program. 
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UMM athletes receive 
All-Conference Honors 
Academic honors-baseball: 
Chad Christianson '07, Verndale; Bobby Cuibertson ' 06, 
Burnsville; Austin Krohn '06, Pierz; Kendrick Novak '06, Coon 
Rapids; Shawn O'Neil ' 06, East Grand Forks; Eric Smolensky 
'07, Buffalo; Thomas Smolensky '06, Buffalo; Adam Torkelson 
'07, Litchfield softball: Dana Herrera ' 07, Coon Rapids; 
Rosalynn Johnson '07, St. Paul; Danielle Mercurio ' 06, Pittsburg, 
California; Shelly Remer ' 07, Isle; Steph Tomte '06, Verndale 
men's track and field: Adrian Waukau '07, Las Vegas, Nevada; 
Josh Warner ' 06, Montevideo women's track and field: Alicia 
Mendez ' 06, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Christy Meyer ' 06, St. 
Joseph; Carla Steinbring '06, Champlin 
Men's basketball-Steve Farmer '09, Fridley; Brendan McNally 
' 07, Lindstrom, first team; Brent Durensky ' 07, Barnesville, all-
defensive team 
Men's track-Anders Carlson '07, Maple Plain; Brian Perrault 
'06, North Branch 
Women's basketball-Malinda Berglund '06, Grand Marais, 
first team and all-defensive team; Alaina Benson '08, Clinton, 
honorable mention 
Women's track-Allison Betsch '09, New Ulm; Brianna 
Johansen ' 06, Sartell; Alicia Mendez '06, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; 
Christy Meyer ' 06, St. Joseph; Alexandra Schulze '09, Ely; Carla 
Steinbring '08, Champlin; Ashley Wintheiser '07, Lino Lakes 
Women's softball-Bailey Jelle '09, Lakeville; Nicole Rettig '07, 
Carlos, first team; Michelle Remer ' 07, Isle, honorable mention 
Men's baseball-Nick Hervin ' 08, Cold Spring, first team; Joe 
Fayden ' 07, Great Falls, Montana, honorable mention 
Men's tennis-Sean Gremmels, UMAC Player of the Year 
Invitation to travel to Italy 
with Football Cougars 
The Cougar football team will travel to Italy in May 2007 
to play in the Italian Classic and sightsee in Florence, Rome, 
and Venice. Members of the UMM community- faculty, staff, 
students, alumni, and fans-are invited to join the Cougar 
gridders on their adventure. 
Global Sports Group, a sports special events and international 
travel organization, is facilitating the trip for UMM. The 
organization ' s goal is to provide opportunities for athletes 
from different countries to compete against one another, while 
experiencing and learning firsthand about each other' s cultures. 
If you 'd like information, contact Ken Crandall, head football 
coach at crandaka@morris.urnn.edu or 320-589-6432. 
. Kelzenberg '08 wins 
UMAC tennis title 
With a convincing straight set win, 
6-2 and 6-1 , Corey Kelzenberg ' 08, 
Fridley, won the Upper Midwest Athletic 
Conference number five singles title at the 
University of Minnesota Baseline Tennis 
Center on May 9, 2006. 
Kelzenberg finishes the 2006 season 
with a 9-1 overall record in singles 
competition. 
Chi Alpha Sigma established 
Twelve UMM athletes are the newest 
members of the national collegiate athletic 
honor society, Chi Alpha Sigma. UMM is 
the first college or university in Minnesota 
to establish a Chi Alpha Sigma chapter. 
Recipients are chosen based on outstanding 
scholarship illustrated by a 3.4 or higher 
cumulative grade point average throughout their junior and senior 
years, earning an athletic letter, and excellent character and 
citizenship. 
The inaugural UMM members are: Kirsten Neilson, White 
Bear Lake; Kelly Whipple, St. Francis, South Dakota; Stephanie 
Tomte, Verndale; Rosalynn Johnson, St. Paul; Austin Krohn, 
Pierz; Shawn O'Neil, East Grand Forks; Eric Smolensky, Buffalo; 
Andrew Anderson, St. James; Kyle Schwartz, New Ulm; Alicia 
Mendez, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Christina Meyer, St. .. Joseph; and 
Adam Turgeon, South St. Paul. 
"It takes a very unique and special person to be able to excel 
in both academics and athletics during their college career," states 
Paul Grove, Chi Alpha Sigma chapter adviser, and head men ' s 
basketball coach. "I am extremely proud of these individuals for 
what they have meant to the University of Minnesota, Morris, 
what they have accomplished here and look forward to seeing the 
great things they do in the future ." 
Friends of Cougar F 
Golf Outing 
July 7 at 11:00 a.m. 
Geneva Golf Club 
4181 Geneva Golf Club Drive in Alexandria 
Four-person scramble. All skill levels welcome. 
$110 registration fee for 18 holes of golf and cart, 
complimentary gift, post-golfing prime rD> feast 
Proceeds benefit Cougar football. 
Contact Coach Ken Crandall at crandaka@morris.umn.edµ or 
320-589-6432 for more information. Download registration forms at 
www.morris.umn.edu/athletics/football. 
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Arnold Henjum Award: 
Kyle Schwartz '06, New Ulm, 
chemistry major, received the 2006 Arnold 
Henjum A ward in recognition of academic 
and athletic excellence during his UMM 
career. His accomplishments include 
breaking the 22-year-old 3000 meter 
record this past season and establishing 
Schwartz new marks with the distance medley relay 
team, the 4 x 800 relay squad, and the 600 
yard dash. He holds the Upper Midwest 
Athletic Conference (UMAC) record in the steeple chase and was 
named all-conference in 2005. 
Schwartz states that the track program at UMM has 
benefitted him greatly. "I felt that it was something I had always 
done and that I should continue to do. I had talent, but I wasn't 
the greatest. The low-pressure atmosphere of athletics at UMM 
encouraged me to try it out. After that, it was the amazing 
friendships that I made with the people on the team that kept me 
running." 
Reflecting on his UMM career, Schwartz shares: "[UMM] 
was the last college visit I made. It was a nice sunny day here in 
Morris. I decided that it felt right and went from there. Look at 
me now; it was a good choice on my part! " 
Schwartz will be attending graduate school for chemistry 
next year at the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. 
Senior Honor Athlete: 
Alicia Mendez '06, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, an English major with 
secondary education licensure, received 
the 2006 Women's Honor Athlete Award 
recognizing academic and athletic 
achievement. She was named UMAC 
academic all-conference four times ; 
Mendez received all-conference honors in track 
twice; holds the UMM record in cross-
country for the six kilometer; holds the 
UMM indoor record for the 4 x 800 and distance medley relay 
teams; was top cross-country runner for three years ; and cross-
country team captain in 2005. 
"I love cross-country because it's a tension releaser, because 
of good friends, and because the motivation is great," says 
Mendez. In addition to her memorable athletic experiences, 
Mendez shares that her seventh grade student teaching experience 
in El Paso, Texas, was also fulfilling. "Just being in a completely 
different setting and having to use skills I've learned at UMM 
increased my personal growth," she shares. 
UMM was just what Mendez was looking for in a college: "I 
mapped out what I wanted in a college and UMM was appealing 
because it matched rigorous academic class settings with the 
opportunity to participate in many different organizations and 
clubs." 
Mendez will be returning to El Paso to work for Master's 
Commission. 
Willis Kelly Award: 
Malinda Berglund '06, Grand 
Marais, sports management major, 
received the 2006 Willis Kelly Award, 
presented annually to a woman athlete 
who exemplifies the spirit of UMM 
competition. Berglund's achievements 
include setting the single game record for 
Berglund points scored in a women's basketball 
game; earning eighth place on the all-
time scoring list and 11th in rebounding 
and assists; receiving all-conference honors twice; and setting 
the UMM softball single season record for home runs as a 
sophomore-her first year as a collegiate player, because she 
decided to focus on academics her freshman year. 
Berglund enjoys softball, but her first love is basketball. "I 
love to play basketball ," says Berglund. "I love everything about 
it. The commitment, competitiveness, the hardwork. It pays off 
in the end." Her most vivid UMM memory is the evening she 
scored 42 points and surpassed 1,000 points on the home court. 
Berglund chose to attend UMM because of the small campus 
and close-knit feeling, its strong academic history, and its 
visually appealing campus. Her expectations were fulfilled. 
Berglund will attend a basketball camp this summer in hopes 
of being signed to play professional basketball overseas. Her 
long-term goals include a career coaching college basketball. 
Senior Honor Athlete: 
Austin Krohn '06, Pierz, a biology 
and pre-medicine major and chemistry 
minor, received the 2006 Men's Honor 
Athlete A ward recognizing academic and 
athletic achievement. Krohn started in 
baseball for three years, served as baseball 
team captain, and was a three-time all 
Krohn conference athlete. He was nominated 
for the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association Postgraduate Scholarship. 
"Baseball has been a part of my life ever since I could walk," 
says Krohn. "There is something about showing up at the ball 
park on a sunny day and being a part of a team that just makes me 
want to play baseball as long as I can stand!" 
Deciding to attend UMM was a good decision for Krohn. 
He shares: "What makes UMM so special to me is the feeling of 
having a second home. The small campus and community gives 
me comfort and a sense of closeness with my classmates." 
His favorite UMM memory is of his freshman floor, 4A in 
Independence Hall. He remembers: "We all came into the scary 
and exciting reality of college at the same time and bonded in a 
way that I never would have expected. We have stayed together 
throughout our years at Morris, and I will never forget those first 
day-friends from UMM!" 
Krohn will start medical school at the University of 
Minnesota, Twin Cities in August. He plans to specialize in 
orthopedics/sports medicine. 
by Rebekah Deutl '08, Anoka 
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Mark your calendars now for 
September 22-24! 
Friday:John Q. Imholte Hall Dedication; 
UMM Alumni Association Annual Banquet; 
Distinguished Alumni Award honoring Jon 
Mukand '80 and Stu Starner '65; and Cougar 
Hall of Fame presentations. 
Saturday: Cougar Quad Run; Meiningens 
Reunion; Class of 1996 Reunion; Elementary 
and Secondary Education Alumni Reunion; 
Homecoming parade; football game; 
Lafave House alumni reception; KUMM concert. 
Sunday: Alumni Brunch; Band and Choir concert 
with alumni performances and reception 
following. 
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